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count at University Pizza
.Hut on race day.
Entry forms are available
at Rec. Services, the Credit
Union and several other locations around campus.

OCAMPUS
DANCE

•

MINISTRY

The United Campus
Ministry will be holding a
Christian Dance Thursday,
Nov. 11, at 8 p.m. in the SCA.
Admission is free, and.
refreshments ·Will be
available. A D.'J~ will provide
both Christian contemporary
and' rock music. All students
are welcome. For more information call Brad at 275-6017.

OMARINE CORP.$ SHOW

On Oct. 31 at 7 p.m. reprsentati ves of the United
States Marine Corps will be
pres~nting the Marine Corps
Officer Recruitment program
·(MCOR 84) at UCF in the
Commons Building. All
students are invited to the
presentation which · will include a brief multi-media
show outling the unique officer leadership programs
available through the Marine
Corps. Refreshments will be
served, and students will
have the chance to i:nformally
talk with attending Marine
Corps Officers.

0 UP, UP AND AWAY

The pledges of Pi Beta Phi
sorority will be selling
balloons Friday on the SC
green and during the first half
of the UCF vs. Austin Peay
football game. ·To show
UCF's homecoming spirit,
balloons will be released into
the air during halftime.

•

•
•
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OWINDSURFERS

Anyone interested· in getting involved in a windsurfing
team at UCF should get ·in
touch with Julie Renfro at
628-9872. The team will be
sponsored by Island Water
Sports.

•
Tim Barto/Future

Sapphire performs on the Green
The band Sapphire performs on the Student Center Green Wednesday, in
celebration of this week's homecoming

OCANDLE FOR PEACE

OSAIL: AWAY

UCF freshman Julie Renfro
recently represented Florida
in the 1984 Women's Hobie
ORUN FOR THE SCHOLARS 14 Turbo Nationals, held in
Jensen Beach, Florida. Julie,
The UCF Credit Union and who was sponsored by Island
Office of Recreational Ser- Water Sports, placed
vices will host the first "Run seventh, and now holds that
for the Scholars'' 5 Kilometer rank in the nation.
Prediction Road Race on the
UCF campus on Nov. 10 starting a 9 a.m. The 5 Kilometer
run, in which runners try to
match their predicted time, is
open to UCF students, faculty, staff and alum.Di and our
Westinghouse· neighbors and
families. There will be
seperate divisions for novice
(fewer than 3 previous races) OCANDY X·RAYED
and experienced runners and
South Seminole Communitwo person team categories to
ty
Hospital will be _x-raying
double your chance to win one
Halloween
candy on Halloof the many turkeys to be
ween
night,
Oct. 31, from 7 to
awarded as prizes.
10
p.m.
The
hospital is
For those who do not want
located
at
555
State
Road 434
to go the 3.1 mile distance
there will be a 1 mile fun run in Longwood. For more inforand for the kids, up through 8 mation, call the hospital's
years of age, · a one quarter public relations department
mile kiddie run. All fun run at 834-1200, extension 126.
and kiddie run participants
will receive an official race
T-shirt and a 15 percent dis-

AROUND
·FLORIDA

Auoclated
Colleglat•

Pren
All-American
lhls public document was promulgated at on anoool cost a Sl 00,000 or 5.3 cents per copy
to lnloon the university community.
Opllions expressed In The Future ae thOse of the editor or a the wrtter and ae not necessarily
those a the University Board of Publlcotlons or or the administration.

William Sloane Coffin,
minister of New York's Riverside Church and nationally
known peace advocate, will
speak at an interfaith call for
peace on Sunday, November
4. The Catholic Diocese of
Orlando, Florida Coilncil of
Churches, and the Jewish
Federation of Greater Orlando are sponsors of this event
which begins at the Harley
Hotel at 5:30 p.m. and concludes with a candlelighting
ceremony around Lake Eola.
Dr. Coffin became a promi·
nent figure in the peace movement of the 1960 's when he
was chaplain at Yale University. Since then he has
become known as theologian,
author, and leader in interfaith circles. His ongoing concern abqut ·nuclear buildup
has led him to establish a
disarmament program at
Riverside Church- and to
speak on · peacemaking
throughout the co~ntry.
0 VOTER REGISTRATION

The Florida Students
Association (F.S.A.), which
set a goal last January to
register over 20,000 new student voters for the November
6th elections has reached that
goal. A final two week effort
at the state universities
brought the number of newly
registered students to 22,650.
Florida's students have exceeded their goal of 20,000
new voters which will go
toward the national student
campaign for voter registration's goal of one million. Ed
Suarez, F.S.A. Legislative
director said, "The increased

student voter registration
coupled with our involvement
in legislative endorsements
will assure a stronger voice on
issues which directly impact
them.''

•

•

tions.
All entries must be
postmarked by May 15, 1985.
Their offical announcement of
winners will be made June 21,
1985. For an entry form and
background material, write:
Aluminum Association, Inc.,
· sis Connecticut Avenue
N.W., Washington, · D.C.
20006, Attention: Hall
Award.
·

•

OANOTHER PAPER
DR EACH
REGISTER

OUT

AND

A new phone-in registration
system enabled over 6,000
Penn State U. students to
change their class schedules
without leaving home. Those
eligible to use the system
received an incomplete class
schedule in pre-registration.
Their schedules contained a
toll-free number to call, and a
list of instructions for using
the phone-in process.
0 ENGINEERING ESSAY
CONTEST

Seven cash prizes totaling
$11,500 will be awarded to
engineering students and
their departments in a senior
technical paper competition
sponsored by the Alll)ninum
Association.
To qualify, theses or papers
must deal with the
mechanical or physical properties . of aluminum or
aluminum alloys; their application to a design solution;
the production of aluminum
mill products including forming, joining and finishing; or
the performance of aluminum
end products and applica-

A.prize papers competition,
honoring
outstanding
research and opimon papers
in the student activities field,
was launched this fall by the
National Association of Campus- A~tivities. Cash prizes
totalling $1, 200 will be
awarded in students, faculty
members, and staff members
of businesses related to the
college . entertainment
market. Competition papers
must be origirutl, unpublished
works on topics .about or
related to ·campus activities
programming. Entry deadline
is July 1, 1985. Contact:
NACA, P.O. Box 6828, Columbia, · SC
29260;
803/782-7121.

0 PAGE TWO INFO
To have events put in the
Page 2 section, they must be
turned in by 5 p.m. on the
Monday before publication. It
must be typed double spaced
on a 60 space line. Please include a name and phone
number where you can be
reached.
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Expansion breeds safer road
by Salll Sangulllano
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

•

•

•

•
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According to Florida
Highway Patrol statistics,
1400 traffic accidents occur
per month in Orange County.
As of September 30, of this
year, 116 people have died in
these acidents.

involved in these are local
residents.
One specific area under the
jurisdiction of the patrol is
that of Alafaya Trail and
University Boulevard. These
two roads are the sight of
what seems to be and everincreasing amount of daily
traffic accidents.

Part of this problem may be
Sergeant Chuck Willians of
the Florida Highway Patrol due to significant increases in
notes that 60 percent of these traffic flow on the two roads
accidents are alcohol related, over the past several years.
and over half happen at night. Ellen Slessinger, senior planWhile many people, he feels, ner for the Orange County
tend to blame the high ·Planning Department, notes
number of accidents on the 20 that as of June 1982, a little
milliol! visitors who drive on · more than 13,000 cars travelOrange County highways per ed on Alafaya Trail. Within
year, the majority of persons one year~ the figure increased

•

•

be asked to contribute funds
for the improvements.
Although it seems as
though it will be quite a while
before the effects of these
road improvements will be
seen by university students,
it is comforting to kno~ that
both the state and the county
have recognized the need for
improvements that the increased use of both these
roads has brought about.
,

Once these roads have been
widened, it will be much
easier to go to and from UCF.
This will cut down on both the
time spent by students commuting on these highway~
and the number of accidents
that occur because the road is
so heavily traveled.

Airforce ROTC
offers flight course .
' by Eddie Gorak

..

to 15,000. Recent figures were will extend from State Road
unavailable for University 50 to .3 mile north of University Boulevard, and will
Boulevard.
widen the road to 4 lanes.
. Because of this increase in When th Alafaya Trail contraffic and its effect on the struction has been completed
safety of both roads, im- in 1988, sidewalks will be conprovements on University structed.
Boulevard and Alafaya Trail
Current road construction
are in the works.
on Alafaya is being done by
University Boulevard, from area land developers in comthe corner of 436 to pliance with county orGoldenrod, will be the first to dinances.
see improvements. Construction to make the 1.3 mile
While road construction on
stretch of road into a six- lane Alafaya Trail is funded by the
divided. highway is presently state and on . University
under contract, and actual Boulevard by the county,
work should begin soon. notes Slessinger, the
Other improvements are ex- Westinghouse Quadrangle,
pected to begin in 1986, with the Central Florida Research
a projected completion date Park, and subsequent
1988. These improvements developments in the area will

FUTURE STAFF WRITER

If you have always had the urge to
fly, but never had the opportunity to
pursue your interest, you still have a
chance.
For the past fifteen years, the Air
Force ROTC has been training young
cadets to fly. The total program entails four years and is a stepping
stone to becoming an Air Force pilot .
Major Jessup, who teaches Ground
School for Air Force ROTC, feels that
the 13 hours of actual flight time that
each cadet will receive gives them ample time to see if flying is meant for
them. ''Wanting to fly and actually
flying are two different things. Some
cadets might experience a fear of
heights, vertigo, or just plain air
sickness," said Jessup.
This training program benefits
both the student and the Air Force
ROTC in a number of ways. "First
off, it gives us a chance to evaluate
the pilots to see. if they have the flying potential to go on. Second, the
cadet can begin to acquire his or her
13 hours of the 40 hours needed to
become a licensed pilot. The third and
the most important benefit of this
program is that the cadets will experience flying for themselves, they
won't have to read about it out of a
book," said Jessup.

Not everyone that wants to fly,
though, will be accepted. The requirements are steep. "There is a difference between flying your own
plane and flying for the Uqited States
Air Force. There is a lot of pressure
on the pilots up there. You must be
able to do more than just fly, you
must be able to think in three dimensions," said Jessup. Cadets must also
meet certain GPA averages, keep up
their SAT scores, and be physically
fit.
.
The cadets are trained in a two-pilot
single engine aircraft called a Cessna
152. They will spend their thirteen
hours of flight time at the Sanford
Airport and will be trained by the
Sunray Airlines Flight School. "We
have received the bid from the
government for this program the last
11 out .of 12 years and we are well
established as a professional flight
school,'' said Terry Smith, the
secretary-treasurer of Sunray
Airlines.
Air Force ROTC takes all majors
and not only those who are in
engineering. "You do not have to be
an electrical engineer or a math major
to be accepted into the program. This
is a big misconception. We have all
kinds of majors here and it does not
take a certain degree to become a
pilot. We are looking for a few people
with the right stuff, regardless of
what their majors are," said Jessup.

Halloween haunts

Cindi MllamiFuture

With Halloween right around the corner you may see a frightful witch out
shopping for her jack-o-lantern. So when you go out for trick-or-treats this year,
don't let the face fool you. You may think she looks like your mother-in-law but
she's really not.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••-

Reagan pummels Mondale in mock election
Government, was "to show to the community and. Of the 440 students voting in this one-day electhe state that UCJ't students care and have op£.;~ ' tion, 83 percent cast their ~for Reagan, 14 pernions." Such ~ elections are not uncommon-.cent for Mondale, and three percent for Bergland,
among college cam{>u-ses across the country, bu,~ 'Whose name will not appear *·on the ballot in
·, ' ::~.. · t'
this is the first t~~ has been tried at UCF. . ,.·
On the ballot, students were asked to vote for :· November. Republican Rob 'Quartel, receiving 55
either Reagan and Bush, Mondale and Ferraro, or · percent of the vote, defeated incumbent Bill
for the Libertarian c&ididate David Bergland for Nelson, who received 45 percent of the vote.
the presidency; and for either Rob Quartel or Bill Amendment 8 passed with 88 percent of the vote.
While there are still two weeks left until the 1984 Nelson for Congress. Also on the sample ballot was
Senator Steve MacDonald of the College of Arts
presidential election, students at UCF were given a Amendment 8, which, according to Monty Knox, and Sciences fe.els that the mock election was a succhance to express their views early in a mock elec- legislative advisor for Student Government, will cess and should be held every election year. He
tion run by Student Government Oct. 23.
permit the government to free-up money being held notes, however, that more publicity should be
in Tallahassee for the purposes of constructing given to the event, not only to increase student inThe purpose of the election, according to Andrea buildings at all Florida public schools, colleges, and volvement, but also to spawn community interest
in the opinions of UCF students.
Darner, special projects director for Student other state-funded educational institutions.
• • •1i . 1. 1JI J.J Si iJ !J I UU l.i I 1.1 I !_! I J.J.J I.I !_! IJ ... _. .I. .. _...... . ........................... . ... _.-}- I. I . ±.
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It was a slow day for the Seventeenth Student
Senate Tuesday as they rambled through their
business in one of the shorter meetings of the
senate's history.
The entire meeting took only a little over one
hour and 15 minutes. This was somewhat surprising since most usually last three hours. But Vice
President Tim Albrecht kept the proceedings running smoothly. ·
Five pieces of legislation were dealt with at the

by Ted Young
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

In our daily lives most people do
not have much contact with people
who are disabled. Because of this,
their special problems and concerns
are often overl()Oked. Many times this
is because people simply don't know
how to help. This is where the Handicapped Student Services office
enters the picture.
''I provide the information,
assistance, and the special kinds of
service handicapped students need,"
said Louise A. Friderici, coordinator
of Handicapped Student Services.
There are many ·services open to the
student with a disability. One of these
is in registration for classes. "We try
to help plan with the distance between classes so that the student can
avoid the 'ten minute race' to get to
class. We register students with a
hearing or sight disability due to the
noise during registration and the obvious lack of tape recorded registration materials," said Friderici.
Around 60 students are helped in this
fashion.
Besides registration Friderici helps

meeting and two were passed out. Senate bill 17-05,
which allocated funds to the Ultimate Frisbee team
to compete in a regional tournament, was sent to
committee. Senate resolution 17-01, which called
for tuition payment by credit card, and resolution
17-05, which requested a short-term metered parking lot, were also sent to committee.
Measures passed out of the senate were both
resolutions. The first resolution asked the. administration to push back the dealines for early

students with disabilities with
classroom accommodations. This includes ordering tape recorded books
for students with total or severs loss
of vision, hiring note takers to help
student~ with a severe or total loss of
hearing, informing teachers on how to
best accoµunodate to the individual
needs of their students who have ·
disabilities; and providing personal
counseling.
Another major function of Handi capped Services is that of
assistance in the test taking process.
"We try to accommodate to their
knowledge rather than to their
disability," commented Friderici. A
few examples of this are providing ex-·
tra time for a student to take a test,
reading to students with total loss of
vision, writing for students with
manual dexterity problems, and providing print enlargers to students
with partial vision.
All of these services are very
helpful to students with handcaps.
But what can you as an individual do?
Well, to begin with there are a few .
things not to do. "Many people
become panic stricken when trying to
help. People just don't know what to

third in a series
think. They see the disability and not
the ability," commented Friderici.
In this light here are 13 hints to
help when you meet a person with a
handicap. ·
1. First of all remember that the
person with a havdicap is a person.
He is like anyone else, except for the
limitations of his handicap.
2. Don't make up your mind ahead
of time about the person with a handicap. You may be surprised at how
wrong you are in judging their interests and abilities. ·
3. A disability need not be ignored
or denied between friends. But until
your relationshop is that of friends,
show friendly interest in them as a
person.
4. Be yourself when you meet the
person.
5. Talk about the same things as
you would with anyone else.
6. Help the person only when they

request it. When a person with a han. dicap falls, they may wish to get up
without help, just as many persons
who are blind prefer to get along
without assistance. So offer help but
wait for their request before giving
assistance.
7. Be patient. Let the person with a
handicap se their own pace of walking
or talking.
8. Don't be afraid to laugh with the
person.
9. Don't stop and stare when you
see a person with a handicap. They
deserve the same courtesy any person
should receive.
10. Don't be overprotective or oversolicitous. Don't "shower with kindness" the person with a handicap.
11. Don't offer pity or charity. The
person with a handicap wants to be
treated as an equal.
12. Don't separate a person with a
disability from their wheelchair or
crutches unless they ask for this.
They may want them within reach.
13. When dining with a person with
a handicap don't offer help in cutting
their food. They will ask you or the
waiter if they need assistance.

DONALD ·E•.Mc KEN NA(D)
for
STATE REPRESENTATIVE

•
•

•

•

DISTRICT 36

•

WINTER PARK (PH. 657-1596)

•
GROWTH PLANNING
Development in the Orlando area,
despite the high housing costsand interest rates. is ac ce : ~rating
at an alarming ratd . Growth Plan
ning or Management , is po:rhaps,
the most import.mt issue concerning the residents of my
district and all of central Florida.
Providing an adequate transportation system and perserving the
Environment are two aspects of
growth that we must address
now.
I favor a statewide pJanning office
that can set. standards for development which cannot be in·
fluenced by locar politi ,~s and
can assist local planning agencies in solving problems which
would normally be beyond their
ability to control.

TAXES
As a former resident of Connecticut and Massachusetts. I am
very familiar with state income
taxes and the burden it puts on
every family. I strongly oppose
any type of state income tax that
could be conceived of. and would
not favor legislatio.1 which would
even suggest such a taxation
system.
In addition. I would favor putting
a percent cap on any present lax
increase that could be enacted in
any one year. I wi:I also work to
reduce the growth and spending
of state government.

EDUCATION
Noth ing can be more important
to the future needs of a society
than the Education of its people.
I oppose the recent increases in
tuition for the state university
system. This action will hurt stu·
dents from middle and low in·
come families as well as part·
time students, encouraging the
undesirable use of student loans
from gov!'!rnment and private
sources. It should not be a chore
to provide for a college education.
it should be available to all.
In addition, I fa.vor an evaluation
of teacher salaries to ensure that
Florida can provide the highest
quality education possible.

HEALTH CARE
With the rising cost of health
care. ii has become clear that
some involvement by government
is necessary to reduce these high
costs. It is apparent that hospi·
tats, insurance companies and
even state government cannot do
more than just slow down the
rising cost of medical care. It is
my belief that a comprehensive
health care plan must be addressed by the Federal government. The state of Florida can
take the initiative by making a
formal proposal in support of a
national health care program and
I will work towards achieving this
goal.

CRIME
With the increase in · population
that central Florida has . experienced in the last few years has
also come an increase in crime.
The only way to halt this increase,
is to enact stiff penalties and
laws for criminal acts. I strongly
oppose the parole system for
releasing criminals guilty of violent crimes. Once convicted they
should remain in jail for the duration of their sentence.
As a deterent to violent crime,
I propose a ten day cooling off
period for all gun sales. A ten day
waiting period between the pur·
chase of a gun and the actual
receival , will help prevent the
"Heat of Anger" crimes which
have become so prevalent in our
society. This is a law which is
needed immediately and upon my
election to office will be my first
goal to achieve.

TRANSPORTATION
For transportation needs, new
highways will inevitably be a part
of growth planning in the Orlando area. But prior to building
the proposed bypass expressway
in east Orange County, state road
436, University Blvd., and other
major roads in the area should be ·
widened and improved. A major
expressway, if built, should be
located as close as possible to
the University of Central Florida
campus to provide the best possible accessibility for Central
Florida residents.

•

I am also in favor of a bullet train
system linking major cities in
Florida. This will prove to be a
valuable asset to future transportation needs within the state, and
will institute a more competitive
attitude with the airlines and bus
companies.

PERSONAL HISTORY
Born in -Hartford. Connecticut,
January 1955, moved to Orlando
in 1969. Attended Lyman High
School in Longwood and later
Framingham State College in
Framingham, Massachusetts. re·
ceiving a Bachelor of Arts degree
in Geography. Graduate studies
at University of South Florida in
Tampa. Former member of American Congress ol Surveying and
Mapping and Association of
American Geographers. Work

history consists of, Hillsborough
County Engineering Department
in Tampa, several Orlando area
Civil Engineering firms and City
Planner !or the City of Winter
Springs.

My experience in planning and
engineering, my educational
background, serve to make me
more concerned about the growth
management of Central Florida
and the needs and desires of the
people in shaping our future.

•
I feel that I could well represent
the people of District 36 in Tallahassee in this regard. Please give
me your vote on November 6th.

•

•
Sincerely,

.A~#C.~~~
Donald E- McKenna
Democratic candidate
District 36

•
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Issues addressed during homecoming
·•

•
•

•
•

•

•

by Jennifer Machtel

by Jennifer Machtel

FUTURE STAFF WRITER

FUTURE STAFF WRITER

"Homecoming is a marvelous occasion to get
together as a campus and discover the activities of
campus life. It is a good week for a celebration,"
said UCF President Trevor Colbourn.
Part of the celebration was last week's win for
the Knights football team. "The team and Jerry
Anderson acquitted themselves well in one of the
most exciting games with a result that not many
predicted,'' Colbourn said.
According to Colbourn the resignation of Lou
Saban, former head coach of the football -team, was
neither anticipated nor desired. "It was an unfortunate setback, not one from which recovery is impossible, on the contrary no one person is indispensible whether it is a head coach or a university
president,'' he said.
Saban's resignation was disabling to next
season's recruitment. Colbourn also said that
Saban's credibility as a coach was affected. A settlement was worked out for Saban and plans to find
a new head coach are underway. A selection advisory committee has been formed and hopefully
within six weeks a new coach will be announced. In
the meantime Jerry Anderson was named as the interim coach.
Colbourn said that he realizes that many team
members and students were puzzled and dismayed
by the event and a lot of people are comi.n g down
hard on Saban. "He (Saban) built the program into
a stronger one than it had been. It may be a young
team but it is a good one. He also built a first rate
coaching staff, and he left a noticable legacy," said
Colbourn.
Colbourn also said that the Saturday night's. win
is the credit of Anderson and the team. ''They have
shown enormous quality and progress, the results
(win-loss) are disappointing, but the team played
well against tough competitors.''
As for the homecoming game Colbourn said it
will be quite a game, win or lose. "Homecoming is
an important time. The alumni come back and participate in the school's events. The UCF homecoming has grown remarkably rapidly with a big success," said Colbourn.

"He (Saban) had a reputation of leaving for a
long time, perhaps it was naive to think he'd stay.
Naturally it was a disappointment to the team and
fans,'' said Student Body President.John Sowinski .
Saban generated resources for the team and the
program received a lot of monetary contributions
from outside sources due to his reputation as a
coach. "We will be able to find a coach just as
capable as Saban and the program will continue to
grow," Sowinski said.
The homecoming kick~off, according to Sowinski,
went very well, and even though it competed with
the presidential debates, there was a good showing.
There is a great deal of enthusiasm in this year's
homecoming. "UCF is picking up a bit of tradition.
I encourage students to participate in activities.
All of the homecoming groups have put time and
resources into the events which will benefit
University of Central Florida President Colbourn students, faculty, and alumni. It is a unique opportalks about former head coach Lou Saban's tunity to take part in being makers of tradition."
resignation and it's effect on this year's According to · Sowinski' s predictions for the
homecoming.
homecoming game the Knights will win.
In reference to the November elections Sowinski
says there are a couple of state level issues that will
directly effect the university and students. The
first is Amendment 7, which allows the state to sell
bonds in order to build buildings that will receive
rent revenue to pay· off the bonds. Specifically for
UCF this will involve the building of dorms. The
master plan for UCF anticipates ·housing for 6,000
students. Currently 1,000 students are housed on
campus. According to Sowinski the building of
more dorms on campus is crucial. "Much of the
nice, lower rent housing available to students off
campus now will soon be taken by employees of
Martin-Marietta, Westinghouse, and the Research
Park. There will be more competition for space, and
apartments will be more expensive," said Sowinski.
It is better for the university if students live on
campus. It promotes more of a college life atmosphere. One thing about the amendment that
Student Body President John Sowinski gives his students and the general public should be aware of
views on some important issues that concern UCF is that the amendment does not represent an instudents.
crease in taxes.

Commentary

Klein snubs Future interview, jeopardizes own
by Jennifer Machtel
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

Robert Klein. He's a really
funny guy-Ha ha! He's coming to perform at UCF. He'll
keep the students, faculty,
and alumni in stitches. for a
short while, then he'll collect

his money and leave.
The Future tried to arrange
a phone interview with Klein,
for a sort of pre-event publicity and primer. In good faith
our reporter went through all
of the channels to finally obtain the name of an agent.
After calling the agent and

HOMECOMING
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The Future would like to thank the entire staff for the extra effort put
Into the making of this special edition.
We would also like to thank Oviedo Publishing and Lltho Prepsters for
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waiting for a reply, I was
dismayed to learn that Klein
refused to grant an interview
with
the
uniyersity
newspaper.
Publicity for Klein's concert was practically handed to
him; however, he regarded it
with .little concern. Is there

him? I think that Klein has a
great deal of nerve performing at UCF, receiving a great
deal of money from his concert, yet not being willing to
talk with its newspaper.
Actually, Klein ought to
stick around for a course in
public relations.

Cheers lift ·c rowd's spirit
by Eddie Gorak
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

----------------Homecoming games and cheerleaders go
great together and for the UCF cheeleading
squad, homecoming is the biggest event of
the year.
_
. . For the cheerleading squad it all starts Friday after the parade on campus with the big
pep rally. At the rally the cheerleading squad
will be trying out a new routine to the tune of
Ghostbusters.
On Saturday night they will be at the game
spurring on the fighting Knights and the
fans. Their halftime show will be about five
minutes long and will consist of the same
· great choreographic steps that the fans have
become accustomed to seeing.

choreographer for the squad feels that they
have a good shot at placing high in the national cheerleading competition this year.
''Last year we were ranked second in the nation in Division II schools. This year though,
we are in the Division I class and the competition is steep," said Labby.
The dance routine that the squad will use is
the one that they will try out at the pep rally
Friday afternoon. "Our routine is about three
and a half minutes long and it looks real
good. If we can make the top twenty in
NCAA Division I school competitions, we
will be invited to go to Dallas for the finals,''
said Labby.
On Satur'day night around 5 p.m., the UCF
cheerleading squad will be at Rosie
O'Grady's for a pep rally of their own before
the game. Everyone is invited to come out

. •"-i1¥J ~ ~-~....J!.~9......,.~99..,.~!i~~r.,.aj99J[J......,_•••A"~a·~.,_•.,.._...~..~,.•,.~,.•,.•••••••,.•4•,.••••" ·
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something wrong with a performer who does not want
positive publicity at the large
scale expense of a five minute
interview? Does · he have so
little regard for our university
publication that he'd risk bad
publicity by outwardly snubbing its attempts to contact
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HOMECOMING

- - - -·- . 1984 --------Homecoming gala worth
. the money spent
'

Y~ung
· FUTURE STAFF WRITER

by Ted

.

The budget for the 1984
Homecoming is around
$12,000 and according to
Char Moss, "about $9,000 of
the $12,000 budget is paid for
through the Student Activities Fee. The rest was paid
for by Miller Beer (around
2,000) and other businesses."

With all the carousing, parties, and general living it up
going on during Homecoming
week the last thing any one of
· us wants to think about is
money. But all the bands,.
In general money from the
beer, a4vertising and so forth
run up a bill. Who pays? Well Student Activities fee 'is
in the long run, we do.
given to Student Govern-

ment, which in turn is
allocated to a PAC budget
wµich includes the funding
for homecoming events.

expenditures for the bands.
"The band Sound Society and
a DJ cost around $1,900.
Robert Klein and the Starz
band were paid for by the
Alumni Council and The Producers were paid for by Miller
Beer," said Moss.

What are we paying for?
Well according to Moss, ''promotion costs alone, including
bumper stickers, posters,
T-shirts, matches, cups, . At the Homecoming game
Weepuls, and buttons cost on ·Saturday the fireworks .
$2,000. Besides promotion during the half-time show will
the largest expenses were the be pai,d for through the

Homecoming
budget.
Altogether the ten minute
show will cost around $1,000.
One item that the
Homecoming budget will not
include is the beer. "There is
no admission price to
anything, but Pepsi and beer
will not be free. The profit will
go exclusively to cover costs.
But if a profit is made it will
go to the Student Center
fund,'' said Moss.

Past homecoming courts remembered
Cindi Miiam
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

The first football homecoming at UCF was held
in 1980. There have been eight kings and queens
selected since then, and two others will be crowned
Saturday.
The homecoming queen in 1980 was Angela Abbott. She graduated from UCF in 1981 and went'to
law school at Florida State University. In April
1984, she graduated from FSU and is now a
member of the bar. Abbott is working for a law firm
as an attorney in Titusville, where she lives.
Russell Doerk, the 1980 homecoming king,
graduated from UCF in 1983 with a degree in
marketing. :fle is presently employed as District
Manager for Pepsi Cola Co. in Orlando. He is

engaged to be married to UCF student Kristina
Hancock in May.
Doerk and Abbott both said that serving as
homecoming king and queen was a good experience. Doerk said, "we tried to make it an active
position." They represented UCF in several charity
benefits and parades during their reigns.
The homecoming king in 1982 was Rasesh Thakker. Thakkar received his bachelor's degree in accounting this s.ummer and is now-attending UCF as
a graduate student. He is also working for Professional Business Systems in Orlando.
Thakker remember that UCF lost the football
game in 1982. He said a football player later
apologized to him because the team did not win.
Last year's ho~ecoming queen was Sherry
Elkins. She graduated in April with a degree in nursing. She is now a registered n'l:ll'se at Brookwood
Hospital in Orlando. In March, Elkins plans to

marry UCF graduate Guy Piasecki, who is
employed by Martin Marietta in Denver, Colorado.
The couple will live in Denver.
Elkins said that her experience as homecoming
queen has been "helpful 'in getting to know
people." She also said it was a lot of fun representing UCF.
· Mike Messina was the homecoming king last
year. He is now attending UCF and will graduate in.
spring 1985. His major is social studies education.
Messina said that serving UCF as a homecoming
king was a very good experience. He and Elkins
rode in several community parades, which they
both enjoyed. "The parades were fun - something
different," Messina said.
Michelle Bowen, homecoming queen in 1982, Ray
Gates, homecoming king in 1981, were uqavailable
for comment. After various telephone calls, they
could not be located.

Located 13 years
at Sanford Airport

Pilot discount card
to any UCF Student

SunRay Airline Welcomes ·R.O. T .C.
SunRay A~lines has been awarded the R.O. T.C. Flight Contract for .the coming
year.

Ground School Classes Coming to U.C.F.
SunRay will be offering Private Pilot Ground School at U.C.F. to anyone interested in learning to fly. Classes will meet once a week (Look for our next ad
regarding day and time) We also offer accelerated Ground School for those people who wish to finish in two days.

SunRay has the following for Rent:
SUNRAY AIRLINE
1609 HANGAR Rd
Bldg 332 SANFORD AIRPORT
331-1982 or 1-323-5123

Cessna 152's
Cessna 172's
Cherokee 140
Piper Seneca
Rockwell 114
Coming Soon:

$28.00 per hour - "wet"
38.00 " "
"
35.00 " "
"
120.00 " "
"
C172 RG, .
C182 RG

I
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Starz Band performs
dynamic sounds
by Jennifer Machtel
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

•
One of the main events during the
homecoming week is the concert held in the
gym tonight. The band that will be performing. is the Staarz band.

..

•

•
•

•

The Starz band is the house band at J .J.
Whispers. It was created specifically for the
purpose of playing at Whispers. According to
Steve Mazzi, leader of the band, ''they
wanted a bat!d that could provide quality
entertainment consistnetly each week, rather
than having a different group every two
weeks."
The band does a wide variety of music
ranging from a full vocal arrangement of
"Bohenmian Rhapsody" by Queen, to Van
Halen, to 50' s music. They keep up with the
current hits which keeps the group interesting and alive.
Twelve members make up the Starz band,
including four horri players, drums, · bass,
guitar, keyboard, and four front vocals. They
were all hand picked select players by the
management of Whispers and their producer,
Babs Bellagamba. They play occassional performances outside of Whispers.

Toyota

Datsun
Honda

STUTTGART MOTORS SHOP

According to Mazzi, "travelling . around
musicians don't get a lot done. We have the
opportunity to stay in one place and therefore
have the chance to do more. Our ultimate
goal is to record a· top album of . original
music." The· band has done some studio
recording both together and individually.
The group was formed a year ago and still
has t;he original members. Mazzi said that it
is rare for such~ large group to have all of the
origi.nals. "I've played in smaller groups
which is fun, but I really like having a big
horn section, it adds something to the
music.'' _
The band rehearses about 14 hours a week
in addition to practicing individually.
Everyone sings, and their talent includes
writing, arranging, and choreography.
Several of the musicians have music degrees.'
Mazzi said, ''this is a springboard to bigger
and better things. We want to get our
original tunes out. We enjoy · the area, the
people are responsive -to quality music, and
know when something is hot."
The Starz band will perform tonight at 8
p.m. in the UCF gymnasium. ·Tickets for the
Starz band and comedian Robert Klein can be
purchased through Select-a-Seat or at the
Student Center.
The Starz band is, Steve Mazzi, Kathy Collier, Virgie Williams, Frank Scarborough,
Jeff Bellagamba, Kevin Clark, Paul Fuchs,
Michael Prichard, Gary Hensley, Angelo
Janotti, Gary Moffat, and Gary Fuller.·

BRAKES
FRONT·END

3951 Forsyth Rd. - 8-31
Winter P~rk, Florida
Ph. 305-657-1604
ENGINE
TUNE·UPS

.

-l

TIRED OF WAITING?

lr!tlmiiMI
HAS A VERY LOW-COST ALTERNATIVE
Why not check out the low, low prices on our dfrect access
terminals. For less than the price of a good stereo you can do
your computer project .from the comfort of your home, but
then you will haye to give up the endless lines, wasted nights
and ruined weekends. Sacrifices! Sacrifices!
Stop in or call us now for details .
HOURS: Monday-Friday 9:00-6:00,

~aturday

17-92 AT MAITLAND BLVD. OVERPASS

10:00-4:00

645-5522

THE MEN OF Pl KAPPA ALPHA
Wish to thank

an-of the

Faculty, Administration, and Sorority Presidents
Who Gttended our recent

Annual Reception at the
Maison Et Jardin Restaurant
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HOMECOMING

- - - - 1984 - - - - - Band notes special homecoming time
Eddi~ Gorak
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

by

Everyone knows that this week is UCF's
- homecomtng. No homecoming would be the
same without the school band and this year is
·
no exception.
This year Jerry Gardner, the direct01: of
UCF's marching bank, ' is going to try
something different for his pre-game show.
"We are going to have about twenty alumni
from the band do our pre-game show this
year. This is the first year that it has been
done and the idea has really caught on," said
Gardner.
The Knights will square off against AustinPeay at 7:30. p.m. Saturday · night in the
Orlando Stadium. By 8:40, the half-time
show will be underway.
The UCF Marching Band will start off with
the 20th Century Fox Fanfare score and will
continue into the march song from the movie
Stripes. Two numbers by Stevie Wonder,
"Superstition'.' and "Another Star" will also

be performed by the band.
Closing numbers for the band will include
"In the Stone" by Earth, Wind and Fire and
"MacArthur Park" by Chicago. After this
the Homecoming King and Queen will be
·
crowned.
The marching band will also be performing
during the parade on campus today from 12
~o 3, but will not be at the pep rally afterward.
All of the 138 band members are very enthusiastic about homecoming week and
Gardner feels that this has made the band, on
a whole, much better. ''The kids are great to
work with because they are so · dedicated to
what they do. I feel that -because of this
dedication, the band has become much better
sounding and much better performing on the
field," said Gardner.
Homecoming means something special to
Gardner. "Homecoming is a time when the
A band member practices in preparation for the
alumni get a chance to see what the students
homecoming halftime performance to be held at Orlando
are doing and at the same time look back on a
Stadium tomorrow.
lot of pleasant memories.''

POLICE
BEAT

In another incident an
employee discovered her car·
window smashed and $415
worth of merchandise was
stolen. This occured in Lot six
on Oct. 16.

CENTRAL FLORIDA'S
MOST COMPLETE SKI STORE

832 Nort~ Mills• Orlando, FL 32803 • (305) 898-1999

Are you going rounds
with your Auto .

lnsuranco Company?

Come See Usl ''We can't be beatl"

MR.Auto4
WE SPECIALIZE IN

S.' VINO YOU MONEY

OPEN

INSURANCE

MON-DAY·
FRIDAY

Acddentt, Tickett, DWl's
Sl·'Z2'1 (laautd on the S ot).

9-6
Sat. 9·12

10408 E. Colonial Dr.
Across from Winn Dixie

282·AUTO

..

A third auto was burglarized that same day in Lot six,
the rear window was pried
open and $23 was reported
missing.

•

All.students and employees
are strongly advised to be
especially careful to lock windows and doors and to keep
valuables out of sight. If any
suspicious ·person or activity
is observed in the parking lots
it should be reported immediately to the Police
Department.
On Oct. 14, the Athletic
Department suffered the loss
of two IBM typewriters from
the f~ont reception area,
estimated value was $1,790.
Between Oct. 20 and 22 two
men's lockers were broken into in Bldg. 21. A t9tal loss
was estimated at $90P. An investigation is still underway.
Any information should be
referred to the UCF In·
vestigation Unit at 275-24Z5.

ll

•
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---------- 8 i984G----------Fascinating firsts in UCF hOmecomings

.

by Vicki White
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

·•

Where else but at UCF could you
expect to end up with two homecoming celebrations in the same year? It
happnened once-in 1980.
Homecoming at UCF was originally held during the basketball season,
since UCF was without a football
team until 1979. Steve Simmons and
Karin Cooke were named Homecoming King and Queen during a UCFEekerd College basketball game on
Jan. 26, 1980. UCF won, by the way,
68-55.
On Aug. 28 of that year, UCF held
its veey first football practice. They
played their first game Sept. 22

against St. Leo college and won, in
spite of a blinding r~nstorm, 21-0.
In order to give the school a proper
baptism into the world of big time
football, another ·Homecoming, this
time during the football season, was
held. Angela Abbott and Russell
Doerk were named the Homecoming
King and Queen this time around.
The Great Danes from the State
UDiversity of New Yo~k at Albany
put a little damper on the festiVities
by slipping by the Knights, 28-27.
Homecoming was first celebrated
at UCF in 1971. Previously, the only
other "resident royalty" at UCF was
the Holly Queen-Debbie Wheatley,
who was crowned during festivities
culmiru(ing the Twelve Days of
Christmas, Dec. 1-12, 1970. In addi-

tion to Wheatley being crowned way as well-Baker is a paraplegic.
queen, Fred Carter was chosen as the Baker said he ran for Homecoming
King '·'mainly to show handicapped
"Ugliest Elf."
UCF has also had a few firsts in its people that they can do the same
Homecoming history. Rita Reutter, a thing a normal person can do.''
widowed 58-year old grandmother of
UCF has also tried to take a dif14 was crowned Homecoming Queen · ferent approach to celebrating
on Feb. 12, 1977. Reutter won by a Homecoming. In 1972, UCF decided
landslide-she captured 75 percent of to replace Homecoming with
the 841 votes cast. This also set a few "Kaleidoscope '72," which was suprecords, for both the greatest winning posed to ''depict for students, alumni,
margin and the greatest number of and the community, a slice of life at
votes cast in any Homecoming FTU."
celebration. Reutter' s victory caught
"Traditional'·' homecoming
the attention of the national news festivities were resumed in 1975 in an
media as well-she appeared on NBC effort to combat social apathy. The
theme: ''Star Trek and Space.'' Terri
with Johnny Carson on Feb. 15.
Bob Baker was crowned UCF's Hinton was crowned Homecoming
first Homecoming king in i978. This Queen during halftime of the UCFwas a first for the school in another Rollins basketball game.

Comm_
i ttee prepares for best homecoming ev.er
Cindi Miiam
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

This year about 50 people worked
on the Homecoming Committee,
which is a committee under the Programs and Activities Council, according to Cruir Moss, Homecoming
Committee chairman.
The members donated their time to
plan and organize the events of the
week that began Sunday. Moss said
she has spent 25 to 30 hours a week

·•

for the last two months working on
homecoming. "It will be one of the
most exciting and eventful homecomings at UCF," she said.
The vice chairman of the commitee
is Patty Lanz. She is also in charge of
planning the fireworks display at the
football game Saturday. The
10-minute fireworks exhibition will be
presented by Southern International
Fireworks. .
Publicity and advertisements for
homecoming are being handled by

Public Relations Chairman Susan
Liontas. Other public relations work
is being done by Patty Stout and Carl
McKnight. McKnight drew the
dragon logo used for homecoming.

DeanQ Esposita. Friday night's
festivities include the Robert Klein
concert and a dance in the Student
Center Auditorium. f3The Producersfl Will provide music for the
dance.

·The Sunday night Chairman is
Bob Addonizo is the King and
George McGowan. He coordinated
the songs and skits held on the Stu- ·Queen Chairman for the committee.
dent Center Greene and the movie, He will coordinate student voting for
f2"MAN IS Stephany Gillenbe~. homecoming king and queen and
make preparations for their crowning
The parade is today at 12:30 p.m.
The Friday night Chairman 'is at the footb~l game.

SPEC -I AL!
LADIES ONLY
NAUTILUS FAMILY FITNESS CENTER .
. 7355 ALOMA AVE., WINTER Pf'RK
(Corner of Aloma Ave.& Goldenrod Rd.-15A)
We Offer
is offering special memberships to female
UCF students, administration, and faculty. 23 Nautilus Machine
Aerobics
Co-Ed Hours
Whirlpool
$10.00 a monthl
Mon.-Frl. 7am-1 Opm
Sauna
Sat. 8am-6pm
Showers
671·4083
Sun. 12pm-6pm
Lockers

HARTZ ELL'S
· ALOTTA COTTAGE KITCHEN
"BEST FOOD IN TOWN'~
SUBS

6 1.95 12" 3.95
11

25C
OFF
SUBS

268 GENEVA DR
OVIEDO

365·4949 ·
NEED A JOB?
Let Kelly Services help you earn extra
· money.

~.

•

•
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EPSON

IBM

"'"
Use.•
I\,

It's easy to spot which computer speaks
your language. In fact, the friendly Epson
eliminates computerese. So instead of signing up fo.r computer school, you can get right down to businessyour business.

And Now To Own:
ON.LY $2()76.00!!
Right now you can get all of
the following : ·
• Epson QX-10 Personal .
Computer-256K, dual disk drive
• with Valdocs and CP/M
• Epson RX-80 FT Dot Matrix
Printer
• · Printer cable
• Peachtext 5000 Software*

•

•Peachtext Software is ottered with package

while supplies last.

· Epson redefines "easy to use:' You'll
be old friends by tomorrow.

SEE YOUR CA·MPUS BOOKSTORE FOR DETAILS

•

EPSON

•

STATE-OF-THE-ART. . . SIMPLICITY

•
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We bleed gold and black.

•
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•
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eFuture
Florida's.best collegiate newspaper

THE HAIR SHOP
.Precision Style ·Cut $8.00

~. ·
FULl ~~RVICE SALON .
"'."-~
WALK~INS WELCOME ·
. 10509 E. Colonial Dr.
.

(Winn Dixie Center)
'UNION PARK

·

·

282·1700

Dally 9·5 &Thurs. til 8

......
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The tickets are free,
The ride is free,
Orlando Stadium
is 'he ·place to be!

Meet at Lot .9 behind the SCA for your free
ride to the game~ ·
.Two·buses will be departing on Octo.b er
27 at 6:00 p.m.
FIGHTING KNIGHTS

vs AUSTIN-PEAY STATE

Sponsored by lnterhall Council and Student Government
Only three more shopping days ...

.Leaders/B lasts alifetime.
And we'll show.you why and how to get it at our
Marine Corps Officer Recruitment reception. It's:
[Z( Open to all students, freshmen through seniors.
0 A multimedia show with refreshments.
GfAri opportunity to get insight into the ~ ·
life of a Marine Corps Officer.

Here looking for afewgoodmen, .

MCOR ~ 84 Will tak.e place i·n the Com·
mon.s Bldg. at 7:oo·p.m. on Wednesday,
October 31, 1984. For Further information
call MCjor Steve Donnell 1·800-432·2.061.

•

•

.
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House-Sit For Your Folks.

• •

•

•
•

And help them earn
while you learn! ·

SUSSEXP~CE
2 Bed/2 Bath Townho111e Villas
From Only $48,900!
.

.

-

Instead of throwing away tertahunent, shopping, einploy,inoney by renting, tell yqur inent prospects, and niain highparents to niake a sinart inove ways. A inodern comm.wtity of
. . . by purchasing a villa at Sus- spacious, thoughtfully designed
sex Pl~ce! With inonthly pay- townho:me villas, Sussex Place ofinents as low as $325*, it's the fers all the am.enities you deserve
perfect hedge against inflation to help you unwind after ~long _
for your folks, and the perfect clay at U.C.F.
hoine for you while
So, while your parWestinghouse
you're in school!
ents are investing in
"
I=
your future, _they can
Sussex~, locat~o
~
•
ed conveniently off
•• U.C.F. be investing in their
w
m
c
Alafaya Trail, is just
own, too. Build hoineColonial or.
minutesfroin the camowner equity for your
p~, and also close to
~
parents with R.C.A.'s
East-wes\
s1 :ssrx Pl.ALT.
fine restaurants, ensmart inove to .S ussex

D

-

A

4

A

w

CD

>ii

*

Place.

-

Curry Ford Rd.

-

:

OPEN DAILY 10 A.M.
305/281-6393
1/8 Mile East of Alafaya Trail
on Highway 50

Custom Financing Available

*$48,900-sale price. $46,450 mar.gage

amount. Based on 7112% conventional
30-year financing. 130/o APR. Interest
rates subject to change without notice.
Full details at Sales Office.

EQUAL HOUSING

'Wliere 'Elegance Meets !Alforrfa!Jilitg!

OPPORTUNITY

A Division of Residential Communities of America
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commentary

CREIG
EWING
Have you decided who will get
your vote for president? Chances are
the debates didn't sway it. The problem with debates is the debate
rages on for days over who won.
They can be kind of amusing when
the candidates mess up, as when
Reagan asked, "Do you want to see
America return to the policies of
wemess of the last four years?"
Oops.
When the candidates aren't screwing up, the debates are pretty boring. It even take professional
pollsters and Republican and
Democratic party leaders to determine who won. Still, everyone ·
argues that their pre-debate favorite
won anyway.
It's time for a contest between
presidential candidates that has a
definite winner
Reagan offered to Indian wrestle
Mondale, but Mondale backed out.
A tough-man competition between
the two would be even better. If
they agreed, I would be grateful
enough to put a check in the 'yes'
box for the Presidential Election
Campaign Contribution Fund on my
next 1040A form, but the battle is
not likely to take place.
Why not a televised Trivial Pursuit contest?
It would give Reagan a chance to
prove that he is a doddering, old
idiot. Plus, the viewers could put
their knowledge against the president of _the United States.
Imagine. Ronnie lands on an
entertainment square and is asked, .,.
''Who kept searching for his longlost shaker of salt?"
He is baffled, but you at home yell
out, "Jimmy Buffet! Jimmy
Buffet!"
. SPORTS & LEISURE: Reagan.
His background as a baseball announcer gives him an advantage. He
also takes a vacation every other
week, so he must know plenty about
leisure.
ENTERTAINMENT: Reagan, of
course.
ART & LITERATURE: Mondale
by default. The only stories Reagan
knows are ones about his own
childhood. However, it is debatable
how much art and literature actually
trickle up to Minnesota.
SCIENCE & NATURE: Mondale. Remember,Reagan unleashed
James Watt on Nature. Enough
said.
HISTOR;~• A draw. Reagan
would probe@W,.get all the questions
about himseiJ. and Mondale would
answer the Carter- questions. The
winner woQJ4W:the person who
could bet~.imswer the 100-or so
questions' abput' the Kennedy
assassination.;
'
GEOGRAPH;Y: Mondale. In his
monologue, Johnny Carson suggested that Mondale sneak into
Reagan's room before the debate
while he is sleeping and whisper,
''Remember, Poland is in South
America.'' It probably would have
worked.

Lou.·.

L-OL.) ~

VICKI
WHITE

Since it took a considerable effort
on the behalf of the entire staff to
get this special Homecoming issue
of The Future on the stands at a
civilized hour, I didn't have the time
to cogitate any one particular idea
enough to come up with a hardhitting, far-reaching commentary.
This week it's "leftovers," and the
menu goes like this:
Well, jeepers, guys: So .the CIA. got
caught with their pants down, printing up subversive manuals for the
contras in South America, eh? They
tried to explain their way out of this
one by saying that they had deleted
the offending section, but somehow
12 copies of the original got loose
down there. Really now. My son
comes up with much more original
The much over-publicized Presidential debates are finally stories, and he's only seven years
old.
over, and now, presumably, the people are pondering their Out to lunch: What I fail to underschoice for president. The question still lingering in everyone's. tand about all these tender young
minds has to be why those "debates" occurred in the first voters who are flocking to the
Republican party just so they can
place.
vote
for Reagan is why they are doBoth President Reagan and Mr. Mondale are· political
ing
it.
Aren't they aware of what
rhetoriticians, and neither is particularly skilled. One thing all
Reagan's policies have done for
rhetoriticians know is never to be specific. In fact, the motto of them, such as the gutting of Title
both could easily be 'indecision is the basis of flexibility.' But IX and his attempt to make
is this not one of the qualities of a good president-never to mincemeat out of financial aid programs? I wonder where they were
decide?
Both are experienced statesmen, despite t;tieir overall lack of when UCF tightened up its financial
stateliness. However Reagan has a definitive edge since he has aid procedures.
My heart belongs to Lou: After winspent four years sweating on the hot seat every day.
ning their game against Illinois
Example after example can be cited and explained but it all State last week, it seems that the
boils down to one simple question. The American people have a entire football team loaded up and
good idea about who's in office right now and what he stands headed out for Lou Saban's place to
for and have seen what he has done. Do they want to play it personally present him with the
game football. This is odd.·. If
safe· a keep him?
anything, I think that honor should
Or do they want to take a chance like they did in 1980, and have gone to Jerry Anderson, who
1976 for that matter?
took up where Saban left off. This
It is not a difficult prediction to make and if I were in Vegas brings to mind a saying that my
I would definitely be looking for point spreads because the track coach in high school used a
lot: a quitter never wins, and a winodds are pretty heavy against the challenger.
There are no overwhelming differences between the two can- ner never quits.
didates. Both are simply spokesmen -for special ~nterest groups There goes the neighborhood: Well,
Halloween is almost upon us. I can
and are at their mercy. Reagan is a spokesman for big · tell by the ads in the newspapers by
business, upper income America, hard core conservatives, .and hospitals who are offering to X-ray
whatever other group he caters to on a particular.
childrens' Halloween candy. This
Mondale is no better. He is merely a spokesmen for other big really makes a sad statement about
business', unfortunately for him, the ones which are· doing our society, that people would try to
poorly. He too, caters to special int~rest groups, only he is turn' such a fun 4oliday into a
nightmare for so many innocent
slightly more subtle about.
·
children. I feel sorry for my son,
So exactly who are we left with to vote for? Who will repre- wlfo can't get together with his budsent our needs? It looks to be the same aE. always-it's just you dies and do some serious trick-ortreating, like I used to when I was
and me.
his age.
Gross and disgusting dept.: Cabbage
Patch paraphernalia seems to be
Mike Rhodes multiplying at a rapid rate-there's
&ltor in Chief the dolls' (){course, but then there's
the sli'ppet9' with the heads on them,
.P amela Glmson
Robert Mo.Jpus
the sheeta.-with the little curv,
:t General Manager Produc:,fl_~ Manager
mudgeorut ~mearedaI.l over them, ,:
< vrckl White
JeftGlfek
and last but not least, little purses
© ··Managing Editor Art Dlret;tor
with little heads on them. It's like
JennHer Machtel Timothy. K. Barto
Edltorlal 275·2601
having a nightmare, and it's not
News Editor
Photography Editor
Business 275·2865
over yet.· Adults even buy the
Richard Truett
Kevin E.. Kelley
repulsive things instead of having
Features Editor
Advertising Director
human children, which are usually a
Don Wittekind
Cheri Milewski
S. Mikell Rhodes
lot better looking and always more
Sports Editor
Ad Production Manager
Editor in Chief
interesting. I think it's a little 14
Letters to the editor must be typed ond must.Include the author's signature. major and phone number. All letters ore subletter word that makes them go off
ject to editing and become the copyrlghted property ol The Future. If c..ouse Is shown, the writer's name wlll be withheld
UPon reQuest.
the deep end: responsibility.

'

Debates provide no insight
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D Issues important

It has come to my attention that we are truly liv·
ing in the land of oppqrtunity and equal representa·
• tion. During the recent · voter registration drive
here at the university, even the mindless were
allowed to register so that they might cast their
• votes in the quest for true democracy. I am, of
course, referring to the students who had to ask
which party President Reagan is in so that they
.._ could register for that party. These are the people
that have fallen prey to the demagoguery of the
Reagan administration. They really believe it when
the president tells them that it is he and the
• Republican Party that have made America great.
I have a problem with this attitude. If the
Republicans are so great, then why does the presi·
~ dent constantly r;efer to presidents Kennedy,
Rooseveltr and 'frnJllan (alJ: P.~macz.:ats) and never
mention presidents Nixo.ij. ~~ Fo_rd' Hwth
• Republicans). Another qu!'_s~!on I ,have . is: ~ince
Rita Lavelle and Anne Blll'.ford atie RepubiiCans,
!Jlll'l"find therefore great Americans, does· that mean
that toxic waste makes America great? And what
about justice. Is justice still being done when people are murdered just prior to the day they are to
testify concerning the business associates and
• practices of the man that is to become the
Secretary of Labor, Ray Donovan? When President
Reagan says that he wants everyone in America to
• be working, does that mean he wants everyone to
loan Ed Meese money? Is this what really makes
America great? No.
When one registers to vote, one should have at
least some idea of what the issues are and which
candidates are in favor of these issues. Witho~t
. .. this effort any actions in the booth amount to
1
negligence and abuse. The privilege of the vote carries with it an inherent responsibility. When one
ignores one's responsibilities and abuses one's
~ privleges, the inevitable result is the relief of
responsibility and the elimination of privileges.
This will lead to the erosion of democracy and the
end of the electoral process.
For those of you that still refuse to e~amine the
issues, I have a suggestion. Why not go on a short
vacation prior to the election? Try Nicaragua; I
hear the swimming is great down there.

.

'

Thomas Johnson
Arts and Sciences

•

D Rallies negative
Editor:
As one of the medical students in Grenada at this
last year, I am deeply concerned about the socalled "Student Liberation Days" being organized
on college campuses by right-wing groups, pur·
portedly to celebrate the United States invasion of
Grenada.
Whether 'my life and those of my fellow medical
students were endangered by the coup that overthrew Maurice Bishop is very much open to question, It is clear, however, that our "liberation" by
~ the Reagan Administration came at a terrible cost:
dozens of young .American, Cuban and Grenadian
·
lives.
That is a fact that the people organizing "Stu{
dent Liberation Day" may not want you to know.
Nor may they want you to know the course they'd
like to see our nation follow in other parts of Latin
American, namely such places as Nicaragua, El
S8Jvador and Honduras.
If American troops are sent to those countries as
some would like, they won't be facing a few hundred glorified policeman and Cuban construction
workers as they did in Grenada. They won't be
• fighting on a sunny tropical island, as they did in
Grenada.
If American troops are sent to Central America,·
it's more likely they will fight thousands of welltrained soldiers and guerillas willing to give
everything to defend their homelands and their
ideals.
As in Viet Nam, American soldiers will face the
uncertainty of whether the peasants in the village
before them are friend or foe. They will battle again
• in scorching heat, dense and hilly terrain and un·
familiar territory.
Polls show that most students, as well as the ma·

time

1'•
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USA

which in any decent election should be undeniable.
Yet the prestdent of the College Republicans was
seen holding and counting some of the ballots.
While I don't question her honesty or integrity, I
would question the wisdom of those in charge for
allowing someone so partisan to participate in the
counting process and play such a visible role in the
election.
Student Government has the responsibility to in·
sure that any election they sponsor is both fair and
impartial, so that the views of all students are
respected and heard. ·

jority of Americans, want peace in Central America
through political and diplomatic means, .not more
bloodshed through clumsy and misguided
American intervention. If the organizers behind
"Student Liberation Day" mean to suggest
through their mindless celebration of the invasion
of Grenada that students support military adven·
Kevin Dickey
tures on behalf of unpopular and repressive dicA!ts
and Sciences
College
of
tators in Central . America, I suggest they ask
students first. ·
·
Instead of celebrating the liberation of student,
their actions only encourage the decimation of
students. The publicity from their rallies, if no
countered immediately, encourages. the worst
tendencies of our government to believe it will be
politically acceptable to. send us off to war. ·
Editor:
·They should recognize, as El Salvadoran presi·
dent Jose Napoleon Duarte has, that hundreds of
The Seventeenth Student Senate did indeed do a
years of poverty, exploitation and despair are at tremendous amount of good for this university
the roots of the conflict in Central America, not the when it passed the bill providing funds for the .
struggle between foreign ideologies. They should Mock Election.
recogniZe, as most students do, that it only hurts
The election was held in front of the library on
the prospects for peace when our government sup· Monday and it allowed students to cast votes for
ports those who have the most to gain by continued candidates for President, Congress, and A~end·
bloodshed: the contras in Nicaragua and the · ment Eight.
The µiock election allowed student political
government-tolerated death ~quads in El Salvador
and elsewhere.
groups to campaign for their candidates, thereby
There still is time to act before our government educating undecided student voters as to the issues
sends us on a hopeless mission in Central A~erica. and candidates of the national elections- and state
Regardless of the foolishness of these right-wing referendums which affects the funding of our
''Student Liberation Days,'' let us ensure that our university.
The election also earned coverage in the news
country not repeat the mistakes of the past by getting involved in an endless war on the wrong side of · media that brought positive recognition to UCF.
the battle.
·
· The election was covered by Channel 6, and the
Orlando Sentinel and Today newspapers . . Such
publicity is an invaluable addition to the student
Morty Weissfelner body's political credibility.
St. George's University School of Medicine
I just wish that the bill calling for the election·
had been passed in its original form a week earlier
so that it would have provided more time and
resources for the event to be better publicized.
Other than that I feel as though the election was a great success and I hope that Student Government ~ontinues to build upon this valuable proEditor:
As a former senator, I must voice my gram.
displeasure, or more precisely, my disgust at the recent "Mock Election," supposedly sponsored by
Brian Salus
Student "Government. Perhaps the term sanctioned
College of Business
by Student Government would have been better
applied, because such a poorly run affair surely constituted an embarassment to the organization
responsible for it.
First, any responsible election process provides Letters to the editor must be typed on a 60-space
some measure of privacy for the voter. Also, it is Urie and do1:£ble spaced. They must include the
unthinkable to allow such obvious politicizing of author's name, major and phone number and must
the polling place. The College Republicans had a be signed by the author. They should be submitted
table set up a mere eight feet away, and all by 5 p.m. on the Monday prior to publication to be
students entering the library were subjected to considered for publication. All letters are subject to
shouts of 'vote for Reagan' and 'Quart.el for Con· editing and become the. copyrighted property of
gress,' something many found offensive.
The Future. If cause is shown, author's name may
For fairness' sake, the College Democrats set up be withheld upon request.
a table as well. . Finally, the question of impartiality comes up,

D Election valuable to UCF

D Election a mockery
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Maybe We Ain't The Purtiest
But We're -The Mostest For The
Money
,/
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Sounds corny but ·its true
·compare our standard
features:
·Microwave
Washer
Dryer .
Refrigerator
Range
Dishwasher
Bu-rgler Alarm
Drapes
and more
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SECOND FLOOR

A few new units are still available for rent,
for information on units or roommates call ·
Caryl Stevens 277-0493

Cambridge Circle
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S.R. 50
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RENTALS AVAILABLE NOW
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**Cambridge Circle**
UCF
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GROUND FLOOR

University Blvd.
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Sales Information _Call- .
John Nauman or David Parker
(305) 273-0990
Advantage Development Corporation

Hours: 9-5 Mon.-Fri
Weekends by ·
Appointment
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i!&he Future
Spotllght
The UCF Marketing Club presents The Monster
Mash at Park Ave. Club Sunday night October 28
starting at 7:30. Tickets are $5.00 in advance,
$6.50 at .the door. Over $4,000 in door prizes will
be given away. Ttie Monster Mash is a benefit for
the American Cancer Society. Tickets will be
available at the Homecoming game.

,,
Robert Klein and The Storz Band will headline the
1984 UCF Homecoming concert.The show begins
at 8pm Friday, Oct. 26. Tickets are available at all
Select-A-Seat outlets, UCF Student Government, ·
and UCF Bookstore for 57.00 for students, 59.00
for alumni, and 513.00 for the general public .

.
Cheek to Cheek (644-2060)- At the Villa Nova.
839 N. Orange Avenue, Winter Park. Stephen
Bishop will appear on October 29 at 8:00 p.m.
and 10:30 p.m. Tickets $15. Clay Gatton and
Magic will appear 9 a.m. Tuesday-Saturday.

..

Cheyenne Saloon and Opera House (422-2434)Church Street Station, Downtown Orlando. Tammy Wynette will appear October 23 and 24 at 8
and 10:30 p.m. Prices to be announced.

JJ. Whispers (629-4779)- 904 Lee Road is open
nightly. Whispers Showroom features a live
band, Tuesday-Saturdays. Video Ballroom in
Shouts, from 9 p.m. Wednesday-Saturdays.
Park Avenue (629-1110)- 4315 North Orange
Blossom Trail, Orlando. Contemporary music
Tuesdays and Thursdays-Saturdays.
Point After Lounge (273-9600)- 11599 East Colonial Drive is open nightly with music, MondaysSaturdays.
Rosie O'Grady's Goodtime Emporium (422-2434)129 West Church Street, Downtown Orlando.
Shows ore nightly at Z:30, 9:30 and 11 :45 with
Dixieland music by the Goodtime Jazz Band.

Whoever answers the most trivia rock questions correctly will win 1O albums of their choice
from The Record Bar.
·

OFF The WALL (851-3962)- 4893 S.0.B.T. European
Video Disco Multiplex. Opens at 8 p.m.
Monday-Saturday. T.G.l.F. party 4 p.m. Friday's.

Second annual rock trivia
quiz-win 10,albums

Movies
-----------,-------------1

1

Altamonte Mall ( 843-3334)- TEACHERS and THE
RAZOR'S EDGE.
Fashion Suqare (896-2571)- A SOLDIER'S STORY,
TIGHTROPE, THE WILD LIFE, PURPLE RAIN, THE LITTLE
DRUMMER GIRL, and THE RAZOR'S EDGE.
Interstate 6 (831-3050)- PLACES IN THE HEART (in
two theaters), PHARLAP, ALL OF ME,
SONGWRITERS, and THE WARRIOR AND THE
SORCERESS.
Parkwood Plaza (293-4753)- ALL OF ME and
TEACHERS.
Plitt Theater (894-8021)- IRRECONCILABLE DIFFERENCES and THE EXTERMINATOR II.
Twenty-First Century (896-9382)- SOME LIKE IT HOT,
THE ADVENTURES OF BUCKAROO BANZAI, ZELIG,
BRIMESTONE AND TREACLE, and ADAM'S RIB.

compiled by Suanne Boehm

If you think that you know music, if you're
always boring your friends with rock trivia, if
you live for the top forty, then The Future
has got the contest for you!!

Here is your chance to win ten, count
them, ten $8.98 list price albums of your
choice. Record Bar, Orlando's premier
record store in conjuction with The Future
, has created a forty question music quiz that
is definitely/ not trivial because the prize is
almost $100 worth of brand spanking new
albums.
Whoever wins the contest will have no
easy time deciding which albums to
choose from because Record Bar has got
just about everything, new wave, old wave,
and imports: in fact, anything in print
Record Bar can get if it does not already
hove it.
One look at the

questio~

and you may

think that the quiz is too hard. But if you have
been reading The Future this year, then you
will find some of the questions to be quite
easy, Older brothers and sisters as well as
parents are good sources of information.
Book stores are chock full of rock history
books and record albums ore a good
source also. The key to winning this fabulous ·
contest is to be industrious and use initiative.
- The rules are simple: one entry per student ..
All entries must be clearly written or typed;
anything unreadable is wrong! All entries
must include name and phone number. All
entries must be delivered to· the · Future
business office, located next to the Health
Center, no later than 4 pm Tuesday October
30, 1984. The winner must be
available for a picture at Record Bar
Wednesday afternoon October 31. In case
of a tie, a drawing will be held by the Future
editorial board. WithOut anymore further
ado turn to page 48 and begin to win.
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Homegrown cookbooks rescue· bachelors
by ·stacle Sclarrlno
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

Have you reached the point where you're sick of
fast food and you are not quite desperate enough to
take your chances at SAGA?: Well, believe it or
not, there is another solution to your problem: it's
called cooking. You probably remember seeing
your mother doing it at one point.
You're probably having difficulty connecting the
thought of yourself actually spending more time in
the kitchen than is necessary to grab a can of pop
and a. bag of chips. Well, they've come up with a
great invention for people just like you. It's callee! a
cookbook. It's very ingenious-it tells exactly how
you make something and what ingredients you use.
These' are called recipes.
Anyhow, there are two brand-new cookbooks out,
called Entertaining Florida Style, by Suzanne
Boden and June Starkey, and Gookin' With The
Q-Zoo. Thete's an old cliche that says if you can
read you can cook. You are in college, so it
shouldn't be too much of a problem. Well, maybe ...
Entertaining Florida Style is set up to organize a

meal of four to five courses from a particular part of
the state, such as "Christmas Wonderland a la
Orlando." Each section contains a brief description
of the area involved.
This book was pretty unique in that it includes a
timetable which tells you exactly which dishes to
start first and in what order, which can be a really,
big help when trying to figure out which stuff-to do
first so it'll all come out together.
This pook includes plans for breakfasts, brun·
ches, lunches, dinn~rs, buffets, snacks, picnics, and
suppers. The back contains a glossary and instructions for basic things, such as frequently used
sauces.
Many of the recipes sound terribly complicated
when first glancing through the titles, but when
you take the time to read through the recipes you
will find that they are explained well enough to
make them simple to do: -Entertaining Florida
Style is 309 pages long and has a $13.95 retail
value .
Gookin' With The Q-Zoo, subtitled "Radio's 'Red
Hot' Recipe Book", may be familiar to some of you.
It was sponsored by the "Q-Morning Zoo," a
popular morning radio show from Tampa's WRBQ

(Q-105) in an effort to raise $5 million to be used for
the renovation of the Lowry Park Zoo.
Listeners called in thousands of recipes over a
four-week period and 339 recipes were chosen to be
included in this 256-page book, which goes for
$9.95 retail. As an added bonus, there is a record in·
sert included with the Q-Zoo morning jingle, but
don't let this stop you from buying the book.
A,lthough this book seems rather off-beat with
it's zoo illustrations and all, that's what makes it
seem fun. Many of the recipes sound
unusual-these were submitted by ordinary
listeners just like you-as "Baboon Bread" and
"My Sister's Chicken Sauce," but in actuality they
arre fairly simple dishes to make and they don't use
any bizarre gourmet ingredients.
To sum it all up, you're gonna have to learn this
stuff at one point anyhow, so you may as well start
now. Who knows, you might really impress your
date if you cook him or her-yes, I'm talking to you
guys out there, too; we women have been stuck
with it long enough-dinner instead of hitting a
drive-thru somewhere.
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For the price of a postage stamp.
you can gee a FREE copy of chis booklet
abouc the causes of 1nflauon. and
what you can do to help stop 1t Write now'
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We can all beat
inflation if we just use our
doDars: aoo sense.
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CHILD ABUSERS
ARE MORE
HELPLESS THAN
THEHi CHILDREN.
Most -1..:hilJ abuser:-. <tre
trul y unable lLl he lp
themselvi.?s . They \.I ere
abu.seu 11 hile gro11 ing
up. so they've learned
no LHher 11 ay to raise
their 0\.1 n 1..:hiluren. 81.?1..:au:-e they are so helpless abo ut raising their
011 n 1..:h ilur en.
1..:hilu
abuser are ;is mu1..:b the
vi1..:tims nf a v i1..:ious
cycle as the c hi l_Jro.:n
the} abuse . Yet 1..:hilu
ahusers ca n he helped.
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Prevenllon ol Child Abuse
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heard of VISTA,
its because you
never needed
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VISTA~·- James Earl Jone ·
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·Predictable cliches trip up 'Teachers'
•

•

•
•

•
•

•

by Beth Carran

If all this sounds a bit

FUTURE STAFF WRITER

" heavy," don't worry-there
are some unconventionsl
characters and situations as
well. Take the mental outpatient, for instance, who bluffs
his way into a substitute
teaching post. His unique
method of teaching history is
to dress up and become a different historic character each
day. His delighted student s
no doubt learn more by ''rowing" along the Potomac with
George Washington than
they ever would have by studying the textbook-which,
by the way, their new teacher
threw out the window into the
snow on the first day of class.
. Then we have the school
psychologist who finally loses
that last t.enuous grasp on
reality one day while waiting
to use the duplicating
machine. ·Result? The hapless
teacher currently using the
machine gets a thorough
dousing with vivid blue ink.
While these and many other

---------Shades of R oom 222-for
those of you whose memories
go back that far! Here in
Teachers there is a similar
scenario-an inner-city high
school whose ranks have been
infiltrated by the destructive
forces of apathy and frustration-common ailments _in
non-affluent environments
such as the one surrounding
John F. Kennedy High School
and its students. .
Here, too, are many of the
familiar characters-the
tenured professor biding his
time until retirement, the rare
teacher dedicated to reach one
student even if it takes all the
system's resources to do so;
and the kids themselves, being herded along by a system
which fails to see their
needs-some kids trying to
fight their way to a better life;
some just trying to fight for
survival.

•

minor complications are being
dealt with, the major problem, from administration's
viewpoint, is rapidly developing. It seems t hat a former
student of JFK High is suing
because he graduated without
learning to read or write. The
attorney handling the case,
Lisa (JoBeth Williams) is also
a former student of JFK, and
is currently occupied with
handing out supoenas for
deposition.
Lisa invites Alex (played by
Nick Nolte), a social studies
teacher who was one of her instructors at JFK, over for
dinner one evening. She admits to having had a crush on
him in high school and asks
his <?Pinion on the case. He
tries to remain noncommittal,
she presses and ends up accusing him, as well as the
system, of not really caring
whether kids are being taught
what they need or not. Alex,
in turn, charges her with not
being a realist; with refusing

1

to see that the whole case
boils down to a question of
money and that no one, ineluding her client, is really int erested in the boy's education.
Over the next few days,
however, Alex broods over
Lisa's words, and he intensifies his efforts to help a boy
who has been written off, by
his parents as well as school
a dmini st ration , as being
" stupid". Alex finds himself
opposing school policy in his
attempt to aid the student,
and consequently makes
some dangerous enemies. The
situation ends in Alex's being
forced to make a crucial decision-one which again brings
his life into contact with
Lisa's. She has · become
disillusioned, in the meantime, to discover that her
client's true goal was, as Alex
. had predicted, financial gain.
Although most of Teachers'
characters capture our interest, there are too many of

them to allow for much
character development. The
only ones t hat come close are
Alex and Lisa, but t hey play
such stock roles that little effort is necessary to make us
feel we know them. The vice
principal, played by Judd
Hirsch, gives us no clue from
his early behavior that he will
react in such an extreme man·
ner later in the story.
The moral, that school's only purpose is to help kids, is a
lofty one, but rather obvious
and oft-repeated. Never theless, I would recommend
that you see this movie,
because there are some
original and entertaining
moments. Besides, you'll
want to catch the soundtrack,
just released by Capital
Records, including songs performed by such greats as Joe
Cocker, Bob Seger, 38 Special,
and ZZ Top. In the meantime,
keep your ear tuned to the
radio-you're bound to hear
'em!

~ LAZ'I Z STABLEt

Horse Rentals
Bought & Sold

RENTALS
2480 Ro.u se Rd.
Orlando, FL 32807

(305) 282-2, 97
(305) 27 5-6925
·- - - - --.- -- -

Second Chance Boutique

•

Come see·our fall line of brand new samples.
Ladies' I Mens' I Childrens' Clothes

Something for Everyone!

•

Lee lnsler • Junior • Ohio University

Family Resale/Consignment Shop
·
120 N Central
Oviedo FL

365-7040

SHARE

THE

COST
OF
LIVING.

Open Tues-Sat 10-5
Closed Monday

"Now that I'm registered with Norrell
Temporary Services I can bank on
, getting work assignments that will fit
my schedule and broaden my
'previous employment' credentials.
This 'on-the-job' experience will
especially pay off once I've earned
my degree and my search for a permanent position.''

r

Need money for Christmas?
We are now accepth~g fall & winter
clothing for resale.

MAN~GER

TRAINEE .

·Growing national company is
seeking sharp, aggressive men and women to train for
management position. If you
are interested in a company
that produced multi-billion
fashion dollars lost year in the
exciting field of ladies, mens,
boys and girls fashions, ·contact the Career Planning and
Placement CAnter for an on
campus ia ~rview on.
Noy. 8, 184

857·9110
ORLANDO

•

644·3934
WINTER PARK

K-Mart Apparel Corp.
An Equal Opportunity
Employer

!

GIVE TO THE
AMERICAN
CANCER SOCIETY.

·voudon't
·like the
sha~ . ·
America's
in. ·
O.K.
Change it.·
You can you know, in
VISTA. VISTA needs volunteers in service to America.
There's a lot to be done.
There's a lot you C<' n do. And
while you're doing so much
for someone else you'll be
doing a lot for yourself. In
VISTA. VISTA. It's the
shape of things to come for
America. Be part of it. Be
part of VISTA. Call toll free:

VISTA
tJ!lfu:"5L .

soo-424-8580.
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1984 Rock Triyia Qui_z
60s and 70s
( l) Beatles manager Brian Epstein
handled at least two other successful groups in the mid-60s. Name
one.
(2) This group's two songwriters signed their early compositions with the
pseudonym Nanker Phelge. What
are their real names?
(3) After George Harrison
discovered this group and changed
their name from The lveys to ladf·
Inger, they hit the top ten with what
Paul McCartney tune?
(4) What label did The Turtles
record for from 1965 to 1970?
(5) "I Fought The Law" was originally
a hit for what group in 1966?
(6) "Timothy" by The Buoys was
about:
· (A) Civil rights riots
(B) A house of ill repute in New
Orleans
(C) Cannibalism
(D) A 409 Chevy with three
deuces
(7) Name three movies Ringo Starr
appeared · in after The Beatles
broke up. .
(8) ·What John Lennon song was
recorded in a Canadian hotel
room?
(9) Paul McCartney, under the alias
of Bernard Webb, wrote Peter and
Gordon's first hit. What was it?
(10) George Harrison was the first
Beatie to release a solo album.
What was its title?
( 11) Linda Ronstadt's first big hit was
with a group called The Stone
Poneys. What famous piece of
American literature did the title "Different Drum" come from?

( 33) What city is Huey Lewis and
( 12) Who are the Gllmmer Twins?
(A) Jerry Mathers
The News from?
(13) Gary Lewis and The Playboys
(B) Peter Sellers
had seven consecutive top ten hits
(C) Bill Cosby
(34) Duran Duran was originally
in the mid-60s. Name two.
CD) Lorre Greene
associated with a European fashion
(14) Who put· out the live album titled 11-17-70?
(24) Buffalo Sprlngfleld took Its movement. What was it?
name from what piece of heavy ( 35) -Yaz is the offshoot of what
popular British group?
(15) Ray Manzarek played machinery?
keyboards for what popular group?
(16) What Grammy winning song (25) One of Rolling Stone _ ( 36) What genre do Madness, The
featured these lines: "Heard some magazine's tackiest headline capSpecials, and The English Beat
talk about papa doin' some store- tions was "He's HoJ, He's Sexy, and
represent?
front pr&Jchin', savin' souls and all · He's Dead." Who was the headline (37) Billie Curry and John Fox are
the time leachin', dealin' in dirt and about?
members of what group?
stealin' in the name of the Lord."
(38) German sho9k rocker Nina
80s
Hagen
recorded a German version
( 17) Who is the lead singer of The (26) What group was Pete Shelley
of
a
popular
Kinks song. What was ·
Tubes?
formerly the lead singer of?
it?
(18) In 1980, Pete Townshend took
some time oft from The Who to (25) The late Sex Pistol Sid Vicious
record a top ten song. What was it? killed his girlfriend. What was her ( 39) Who is the guitar player for U2?
(40) What song did Elton John en( 19) Flo and Eddie were in what name?
core
while he was touring Russia
mid-60s group?
(26) What nationality is. Peter Schill(20) Who is Ziggy Stardust?
ing?
(41)Clarence Clemmons, Bruce Springsteen's
sax player recently
popular
British
group
con(27)
What
(21) Although Kris ·Kristofferson has
band of his own. What
toured
with
a
of
The
tains
former
members
never hit the. top ten on the pop
is
the
name
of
Clemmons' band?
Human
League?
charts, he did pen a number one
tune for another artist. What was the
name of the song and who was the (28) Before Culture Club, Boy (42)Nicke Lowe's first American hit
·
artist?
George sang lead with whom?
was?
·
(43) Who did the art work on The
(22) Jackson Browne's "Tender Is The (29) What is Adam Ant's real name? Cars album Candy 0
Night" is also the title of a. famous (30) According to Romeo Vold's
piece of American literature written first song, "How might I like you bet- (44) What group does Helen Terry
sing with?
by whom?
·
ter?"
(45) What group · had a hit with
"Video Killed The Radio Star"?
(23) Which one of these unlikely (3 1) Who is the breakdancing group
gentlemen llad a number one hit in featured in Flashdr:ince?
November of 1964 with a song call- (32) "Dancing With Myself" was compiled by R ichard Truett and Joe
J ervis
ed "Ringo?"
originally recorded by what group?

The Seco.nd Annual Miss University q.f Central Flo.rida
Scholarship Pageant 1985 is Almost Here.

•PAC' is funded through the Activities and Seruice Fees. as
allocatecl by ~he Stticlen t Go vernmen t of th e U11i11 ersity of
Cen tral Florida.

*Applications will be accepted at this meeting_ only. If you have any questions
or problems, call Lori Burns (Director of Contestants) at 275-8136.
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On Record
top 200. It's too bad for Rebbie; she is
wasting her beautiful voice and talent
on such garbage. Let us hope she can
find a better producer and lyricist. As
you can see this album is not one tha't
I would recomend anyone to buy,
unless you feel sorry for Rebbie.
by Joanne White

Rebbie Jackson/Centipede
Columbia Records

*
Whoever said everything Michael
Jackson touches turns to gold was
wrong. Rebbie Jackson's new albu;n
Centipede was not only written by
brother Michael, it was also produced
by him as well. I have no idea what
went wrong; maybe Michael is trying
to limit his sibling competition.
Rebbie Jackson herself has a
beautiful voice. Given the right lyrics
and background music she could
aspire to greatness. The background
music on Centipede was truly a dreadful experience. To tell the truth the
discord of the chords grated so badly,
it could definitely not be described as
melodious. The thing that makes this
even worse is om'~ whole side of the
album is nothing but this horrible socalled instrumental. The lyrics are
rather nonsensical in a very uncute
fashion.
It would be a minor miracle if this
album makes it to the bottom of the

Fastway/All Fired Up
Columbia Records

***
From the sound of their latest
album, it takes awhile for Fastway to
get all fired up, but once they do, they
can really cook.
Side one of the LP sort of limps
along and is pretty even, while side
two of the LP is much more even and
includes some of the finer cuts-there
really isn't a weak spot on it.
"Tell Me" is very bouncy and lively, while "Hung Up On Love" and
"Telephone" are good solid rockers.
The beat slows down a bit for "The
Stranger," a song that has received

BUILD YOUR SKILLS TO BOOST YOUR SCORE!
PREPARE FOR:

LSAT

her last one with Motown, and i
spawned the huge hit singles "Upside
Down" and "I'm Coming Out."
"Missing You, "the Lionel Ritchi
tune, opens up side one and is typical
Ritchie fare··delicate production,
soaring instrumentation, and smarmy lyrics. Next up is "Touch By
Touch,'' a percolating Carribean tune
featuring st.eel drums; interes~
coming from Ross, but instantly
forgettable.
The title cut is undoubtably the
best on the LP, produced and written
by Daryl Hall and Arthur Baker.
Breathy vocals, thumping bass line,
searing guitar-·all familiar Ross dance.
floor traits·- make it sound instantly
familiar. "Swept Away" should easi·
ly top the charts. ·
"Nobody Makes Me Crazy Like
You Do" is written by the husband
and Wife team of Robby Benson and
.Carla DeVito. Smooth and cool, the
synth line is lifted tight out of UB40's
"Many Rivers To Cross."
The duet with Julio Iglesias, ''All ofYou'' is pretty standard Russ Ballard
fare. Maudlin lyrics, MOR
production··let's just call it "Endless.
Love '84 "-·YUK!!.
"Swept Away" closes with the
beautiful Dylan ballad "Forever
Young." Here Ross is at her dreamy
Diana Ross/Swept Away
best. Swirling strings and a lone
RCA Records
piano dramatically frame her ageless
After three moderately successful crystalline voice. This is the best
albums with RCA, it appears that ballad from Ross in years.
Diana Ross' new release, Swept by Joe Jervis
Away, will recapture the commercial
success of 1980'sDiana. That was the
most successful album of her career, SEE ON RECORD, PAGE 98
some airplay around Orlando. ''If You
Could See" is one of the best cuts on
the album.
Fastway hails from Great Britain,
but actually sound like a cross between Led Zeppelin and Aerosmith.
The members of Fastway include
Fast Eddie Clarke on guitars, Jerry
Shirley on drums, Charlie McCracken
on bass, and Dave King on vocals.
The group wrote all of the material on
the album and is credited as a whole,
instead of individually, as is often the
case. The group attitude is evident in
their music as well· Fastway plays as
a tightly knit band.
by Vicki White

***

Woman

11

to Woman care •••

offering choices in

. • TEST-N ·TAPE-" LIBRARY
• REINFORCEMENT TEST
• HOMESTUDY PACKET

childbirth and ~men's health."

CLASSES STARTING

For women seeking a new approach to theiT health care.
For families who feel that childbirth is an intensely personal,
totally involved experience and a joyous social event.

November 1st

Gynero/Dgical Service.s
• Pap l!t yearly check-ups
• Premarital exams
• Birth Control
• Breast exams
• Family planning
• Outpatient gynecological
problems
• Fertility awareness
• Herpes support and infonnation
• Pregnancy options counseling .
That's right! Bigger Is not better. What you
want Is the personal service that you get from
our hometown, full service bank.
We believe that our bank can be your best
flnancl~I partner. We prov6 If every day of the

ye~/&i
BANK

(305) 291·4 777
LOIO Arthur Avenue • Orlando, Florida 32804
(one block off Edgewater Drive - across from Bishop Moore High School)
Special Beginnings Birth It Gynecology
Center offers nurse-midwifery care
in a personalized, supportive and
home-like atmosphere.

.

156 GENEVA DRIVE• P.O. BOX 729

•OVIEDO. FLORIDA 32765
@MEMBERFDIC

Birthing Service.s
Pregnancy testing
Full laboratory services
Comprehensive prenatal care
Individualized birth plans
Newborn evaluation and early
discharge
• Prepared childbirth Classes
• Nutrition and exercise counseling
• Breast feeding support·
• Sibling preparation and
parenting support
•
•
•
•
•

(305)365·6611

(5pecitl/ <]3egli1ni11[J5

BIRTH & GYNECOLOGY CENTER,

INC.
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Eviction: landlord must give notice
•
•

•

•

•

Upon the vacating of the premises
for termination of the lease, the
landlord shall have 15 days to return
the security deposit or in which to
give the tenant written notice by certified mail to the tenant's last known
mailing address of his intention to impose a claim on the deposit and the
reason for imposing the claim. If the
landlord fails to give the required
notice within the 15-day period he
forfeits his right to impose a claim
upon the security deposit. Unless the
tenant objects to the imposition of
the landlord's claim or the amount
within 15 days after _receipt of the
landlords notice the landlord may
then deduct the amount of his claim
and shall remit the balance of the
deposit to the tenant within 30 days
after the date of the notice of intention to impose a claim for damages. If
either party institutes an action in
court to adjudicate their right to the
security deposit the prevailing party
is entitled to receive his court cpsts
plus a reasonable fee for their at·
torney. Any tenant who ·vacates or

abandons the premises prior to the
expiration of the term or is a month to
month tenant shall give at least 7
days notice by certified mail to the
landlord prior to vacating. Failure to
give·such notice shall relieve landlord
of their notice provision.
If the tenant institutes action
against the landlord for failure to
comply with the statute it does not
prevent the landlord from filing a
counter-claim against the tenant for
damages resulting from the tenancy.
Can I be evicted from my apartment? If the tenant materially fails to
comply with the statute or rental
agreement or rules and regulations
the landlord may deliver a written
notice to the tenant specifying the
noncompliance and the landlord's intent to terminate the rental agreement by reasons thereof. If the noncompliance is of a nature that the tenant should not be given an opportunity to cure ~r if it·is a subsequent
or continuing noncompliance within
12 months of a written warning the
landlord may termin~te the written

agreement and the tenant shall have 7
days to vacate the premises. If the
noncompliance is of the nature that
the tenant shall be given 7 days to
cure the defect or then have the agreement terminated.
If the tenant fails to pay rent when
due and the default continues for 3
days, excluding weekends and
holidays, after delivery of written demand for rent from the landlord the
landlord may teriaj.nate the rental
agreement.
If a tenancy is from month to
m<?nth it can be terminated by either
party upon 15 days notice prior to the
end of the monthly peroiod unless a
different requirement is provided for
in writing.
In all circumstances the landlord
applying for the removal of a tenant
shall file· in the County Court of. the
county where the premises are
situated. A landlord is not entitled to
"self-help" ·evictions.
Does a landlord .have a right to
enter my apartment? The landlord
and tenant provision of the Florida

Statutes provides that the tenant
shall not uneasonably withhold consent to the landlord to enter the dwelling unit in order to inspect the
premises, make necessary or agreed
repairs, decorations, alterations or
improvements or exhibit the dwelling
unit to prospective . tenants. The
landlord may enter the dwelling unit
when necessary for the above stated
purposes under the · following circumstance: (1) with the consent Qf the
tenant, (2) in case of emergency, (3)
when the tenant unreasonably
. withholds consent, or (4) when the tenant is absent from the premises for
one-half of the time periodic rental
payments and has failed to ·notify the
-landlord of that absence. The landlord
shall not abuse the right of access nor
use it to harass the tenant. For more
information contact the Student
Legal Services at 275-2538 or come
by the office in the Student Center
Room 210 for an appointment with
the program attorney. This s~rvice is
free of charge.
compiled by Patti MacKown

© CERVECERIA MOCTEZUMA, S.A.
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• OFFICE SUPPLIES

• OFFICE FURNITURE
e MACHINES
• DRAFTING &ENGINEERING SUPPLIES

•

•

9AM TO 5:30PM
MON THRU SAT
7464 UNIV. BLVD
WINTER PARK

•

-'678-2976
UNIV.BLVD. AND GOLDENROD RD.
In Winn Dixie ·Shopping P.l?za

$COUPON$

$COUPON$

ALOllA

7426 University Bl~d,
Winter Park, Fla.

e1s-4973
GATEWAY
JEWELERS

•

Jewelry Wholesale
to the public
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:
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Rollins theatre puts on excellent show
~Y Beth Carran

FUTURE STAFF WRITER

For a riveting evening of rollicking
fun, don't miss the shenanigans of the
Rollins 'Players in A Day · in
Hollywood/A Night in the Ukraine.
Presented in the plush Annie Russell
Theatre -at Rollins College, this
musical double feature is guaranteed
to entertain and delight.
In contrast to the traditional play
with a story line, the first half is a
salute to Hollywood of the 1930's,
and the second half is a Marx
Brothers spoof ''loosely'' based on
Anton Chekhov's The Bear.

A Day in Hollywood dazzlingly
showcases the musical talent of its
performers. Rarely have I seen more
skillful, and never more spirited, tapdancing and instrumental per-for·
mances. Singing is invited to join in1
which it enthusiastically does, on a
nostalgic rendition of "Over the Rain·
bow".
·
Original las well as famous musical
numbers are presented, including a
winning performance by Carrie Barton of "On the Good Ship Lollipop".
A delightful number called "Famous
Feet" displays sucli well-known
legs/feet as those of Dorothy of Oz,
Mickey and Minnie Mouse, and Bob
Hope, dancing merrily across a

special above-stage opening.
A particularly entertaining feature
is ''Doin' the Production Code", in
which the tap-dancing players recite
the 1930's production code. The audience is amused by such regulations
as the one requiring a couple, when
embracing on a couch or bed, to keep
one foot on the floor at all times, even
though they are fully dressed. T9 per·
mit a quick getaway, I supppose?
The second half of the show is pure,
unadulterated, madcap hilarity. An
incredibly convincing Groucho Marx
is played by T. Ira Steams, and equal·
ly natural are Anita Adsit as Harpo
and John Kavanaugh as Chico. The
one-liners flow easily with never a

strained a forced delivery. No
apologies
are
made
for
corniness-' 'Why did you leave
Italy?" "I couldn't bring it with
me".-but it is a delightful, high·
spirited, nostalgic brand of corniness.
After one particular "groaner",
Groucho marches upstages and ad·
monishes the audience, "You pay
your money, you take your chances.''
A Day in Hollywood/A Night in the
Ukraine is showing through this
weekend only. Due to the demand for
tickets for the 26th and 27th, a perfor·
mance may be added on Sunday, the
28th. Be sure to call right away if
you're interested; you won't want to
miss this presentation!

Murray acts· well in 'Razor's Edge:' , ; 1~··
by Suanne Boehm
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

The Razor's Edge makes a fine attempt to be a
good, serious drama. But unfortunately, it was only an attempt.
This film premieres Bill Murray as a serious actor. Based upon the book by W. Somerset
Maughaam, the Razor's Edge is about a man's
search for himself. Larry Daryl has a good life. He
has everything that's part of the American Dream;
a beautiful fiancee, friends, money, and a bright
future. But Daryl decides to become an ambulance
driver in Europe during World War I before settling down.
While in Europe with his friend Gray Maturin
(James Keach), Daryl sees and feels the pain and
suffering of war. Upon his return to America, Daryl
is a different man. His values are altered drastically. His relationship with his fiancee Isabelle begins
to deteriorate and he takes off for Paris to find

what he's looking for. In the meantime, Daryl's
departure affects the lives of the friends he leaves
behind.
Bill Murray's "serious acting" isn't at all bad.
But after watching the whole film, I wouldn't call
his role completely serious or .dramatic. Murray's
character Larry Daryl has a sense of humor similar
to the one the audience is use to seeing from Bill
Murray. It's toned down for this film but ies still
there. But when the little jokes are put aside, Mut·
ray makes the transition from comedy to drama
quite well.
The supporting players are well cast. Catherine ·
Hicks and James Keach are effective as Daryl's
fiancee and best friend. But Theresa Russell is excellent as Sophie, Daryl's childhood sweetheart.
Sophie goes from respectable wife and mother to
prostitute and alcoholic. Russell evolves her
character carefully and skillfully without ~ving
Sophie turn into a caricature.
Cinematographer Peter Hannan films some lovely and not-so-lovely locales nicely. He gets the

· • ·

beautiful, mysterious quality of India's mountains
as well as the dirt and grit of a rundown hotel in a
Paris ghetto.
Unfortunately, the acting and cinematography
can't make up for the rest of the film. The film itself
is choppy. It doesn't flow very smoothly from one
sequence to the next. Director John Byrum can't
seem to handle the transitions from Daryl's life in
Europe back to his friends' lives in the United
States.
·
The script has a few problems also. Written .by
Byrum and Murray, it gets bogged down at certain
moments. But the thing that is most bothersome is
that the audience. isn't let in on Daryl's path of
discovery as much as they should be. Daryl follows
the trail to himself but his self-discoveries aren't
communicated to the audience with the understanding that should accompany them. The film is
vague in the area until towards the end.
It's a shame that such a noble effort didn't come
off. But Bill MUrray has managed to prove himself
a capable actor.

•
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Soloflex offers well proportioned muscles
by Tim Kip
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

Within the last decade, the health
craze has brought millions of
A:mericans to health spas and started
a national awareness toward better
health. Aµ sorts of new products,
crash diets, and schemes have hit the
market place like a tropical storm.
Many of these products disappear
almost as fast as their inventors leave
the talk-show circuit. One new product· on the market that actually
works and is worth the money, about
$650, is a muscle strengthening
device called The Soloflex~
The main purpose of the Soloflex is
to build a properly proportioned

ON RECORD
FROM 68

•
• Malcolm McLaren,
former manager of the Sex
Pistols and Bow Wow Wow ,
the man.who brought us Buffalo Gals has absolutely outdone himself: Madam Butterfly his new 12 inch single, is a
totally bizarre modern adaptation of Giacomo Puccini's
immortal opera.
This six and half minute
epic opens wit h very Bntish
McLaren giving a credible
rendition of a southwestern
U .S .· a cce n t- "Back in
Nagasaki I got married to
Cho Cho san.... ''
The music is distincly
Oriental, slow and chugging,
with a beautiful melody.
When McLaren says "Take it
away, Cho Cho,'' Betty Ann
• White comes in with the
hauntingly sad and beautiful
aria straight out of the opera.
In between the narration
and the aria is a hysterical
soul-girl rap from Deborah
Cole- "Call me fool! Call me
stupid! Bend my arrow kill
this cupid, I have faith I'll
always pray, My white
honky's here to stay."
Madam Butterfly is the prettiest, yet funniest record I've
heard this year. You absolutely must get it! I
• Absolutely/Wood Beezthis double sided 12 inch
single from Scritti Politti is
very much like the Chic sound
of the late 70's; spare, bigsoundings, with soft and
smooth vocals. Wood Beez is
currently on· rotation . on
MTV. It has strange lyrics
like "every time·I go to bed I
pray like Aretha Franklin.''
Huh? Absolute is the better
side, but both are very good if
you like the current brand of
dreamy British arty dance
rock.
•Master and Seruantthis is another superior electronic dance tune from
Depeche Mode. A little too
fast this time, but in.the usual
Dapeche style. Sort of a
tongue in cheek (pardon the
pun) send up of S&M." " You
treat me like a dog, I'm down
on my knees, we call it master
and servant." I still can't
understand why Depeche
Mode isn't the big sucess here
that they are in England.
by Joe Jervis

body. We've all seen the guys who are lug around, the Soloflex can be used
built like a mountain in the shoulder almost anywhere. The rubber straps,
area, but have legs similar to that of made by the same company that
some wild aquatic fowl--bird legs! The makes Lear Jets, come with a ten
Soloflex, when used according to the year guarantee; #"ame itself is virtual·
instructions, builds a well proportion· ly indestructible. The straps come in
ed body, like a gymnast's.
5,10,15,25, or 50 lb. increments. Another key advantage is that the
The wooden bench can be adjusted
Soloflex promotes cardiovascular to almost any position. This allows
fitness. Unlike free weights, the for exercise as diverse as calf-rises,
Soloflex is not made to promote bulk. ·sit-ups. and the military press to be
This is because the Soloflex utilizes done with ease. One of the best
rubber straps. The straps are attach· reasons to use the Soloflex is thBt a
ed to a metal bar and can be either large variety of exercises can be per·
pushed or pulled, depending on the formed in a small area. There are no
excercise.
racks or pulleys to work with. The
The range of exercise~ that can· be Soloflex is equally suited for females
·
performed is nearly limitless and as well as males.
The engineers ·who designed the
since there are no heavy barbells to

Soloflex suggest a three-day-a-week
routine performing six different exer·
cises on six different muscle groups.
This yields a well proportioned body.
Before engaging in any type of weight
program, it is always advisable to
check with a physician, especially if
inactive for a long period of time. If
this is the case it is better to start off
slow and gradually work into a program.
The · Soloflex is only available
through the mail. Information on the
Soloflex may be obtajned by writing:
Soloflex, Hawthorne Farm Industrial
Park Hillboro, Oregon 97124 or by
calling 1-503-640-8891.

.1
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The 1984 M·a rching Knights
The UCF Marching Band
prepares for their final game
of the season in the hot sun
Wednesday. The band takes
the field at halftime Saturday
ntght when UCF's Fightln'
Knights under Coach Jerry
Anderson take on Austin
Peay.

Photo by
Nancy Bailes

YOU ARE LOOKING AT
AN ABUSED CHILD.

Most of the men and
women in prison today
were abused as children.
Abused children often
grow up ro abuse their
own children . Child
abusers ca~ be helped.
Find out how.

HELP DESTROY A FAMILY

TRADlllON._WRm:

National Committee for
.
Prevention ol Child Abuse.
Box 2866. Oh1cago. 111. 60690.
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ACTION is !he Volunrecr Agency
thor brings skilled people togelher to
solve local problems. There ore pro·
grams like VISTA. the Peace Corps
Relired Senior Volunte er Program
Universiry Year for ACTION the Foster
Grandporenr Program. and others If
you wont more informat ion or if
you d like to voiunreer your skills
wrire ACTION Washington DC. 20525

Af.AERICANS AGREE Ot\J

KJDN

IN 1%0, THE PILL GAVE
WOMEN A NEW FREEDOM.
IN 1984,THE SIDNGE GIVES
WOMEN A NEW CHOICE.
·..:.<-

1

It s been a long time.Twenty-four years,
:,.:J::::::?, and there hasn't been a sensible new .option
· /' ·''· in birth control.
Until Today.™Today, the 24-hour
Contraceptive Sponge.
Today is a soft, comfortable sponge that contains
Nonoxynol-9, the same effective spermicide women
have been using for over 20 years.
The Sponge is easy to use. You just moisten it thoroughly with
water and insert it like a tampon, and it works for a full 24 hours.
With The Sponge, you don't have to worry about hormonal side effects .
.And no other non-prescription vaginal contraceptive has been proven more
effective'.'' It's been through seven years of extensive testing, and over 17 million
Sponges have been sold.
Of course, you don't .need a prescription for The Sponge. It can be found
at your local drui:; tore and at selec:ted supermarkets. In the 3-pack or convenient
12-pack.
·
And the Today Sponge is the only contraceptive that comes with so~eone
to talk to: our 24-hour Tc)day TalkLine. lf you have any questions, or you're just
wondering if The Sponge is right for you, visit your student health center or give
us a call at 800-223-2329. On California, 800-222-2329.)
Finally, you have the spontaneity you want and the protection you need. But,
hcst of all. you have another choice you never had before ...,~··~ ~:;J{:
Until Today.
. --:;:Y .

.-----------------------
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DON'T TRADE
THAT CAR!

$5 off with $20 or m<;>re

purchas~

Let the experts make your car
run like new againl

MOTORS
TRANSMISSIONS

Relax with good friends ...
Enjoy intimate, leisurely dining,
delicious fondue selections.

Repaired • Overhauled • Rebuilt

AUTO·REBUILDERS

422·2222
Free Towing - Easy Credit

UCF DISCOUNT

MAITLAND
500 EAST HORATIO
PHONE 628-1134

Limited T·Shirt Offer
Only $4.99 .

OPEN DAILY
AT 6:00

NEED A
SPECIAL· GIFT?

Printed on 50/50 U.S.A. Made
-Lt. Blue, Yellow, or Sand
S, M, L, XL
Please state size and color
Send check, money order or C.O.D. to:

ONE PHONE CALL·sAME DAY DELIVERY
A gift of beautuully wrapped, exotic fruit in a
decorative basket...all sizes available. Priced from
N

Those Two Guys
2518 Char St.
Orlando FL, 32809
(305) 351-1762
Great Gift
Item!
(We'll print anything on a T·Shirt)

S6.00
Perfect for Special Occasions:
Homecoming, Congratulations, Anniversaries
Get Well, special friends, Bosses, Teachers
& Don't forget your parents.
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Classified
for sale
1972 Triumph TR-6. New engine,
clutch, brakes. Completely
original, not restored, Every electrical component works, from the
windshield washer to the buzzer.
Never wrecked. Solid as a rock.
Fast, clean, dependable. Here Is a
rare chance to own or:ie the last
true hairy chested British sportscars. Convertible top In good
condition. Expensive sound
system. This car is an awesome
headturner. $3500. 862-0031.

Bose 1401 car speaker system
with Bose 100 watt amp. Best offer. ~all Chris 365-3547 after 9 p.m.
Suzuki GN 400. l980. Excellent
cond. Black with gold mags. Two
helmets, rain suit. $595. Call
671-4039 or 678-6631 ask for
Keith.

HALLOWEEN COSTUMES I11 Aztec,
Crayola Crayon, 1/2 Devll-1 /2
Angel, Can-Can, alld Peacock.
Call 339-3737 or 275-8919.

1s·it true you can buy jeeps for $44
throug_
h the U.S. government? Get
the
facts
today!
Call
1-312-742-1142 ext.689.

for rent
2 bedrooms avail. in extra nice 3
bedroom apt. Easy walk to UCF.
pool, tennis, free newspaper deliv..
cable, central AfC, dishwasher,
PLUS rent only Sl 15/mo.! With rent
-this low, can't handle all the calls
would get so write. Box 112, 117 4 N.
Orlando Ave., Winter Park, FL
32789. Include what type of person you are, interests, what look
for in a roommate, phone number.
Sure, people won't take time to
write-they won't get apt. You will!
Furnished rm. w/all utils. M ·or F.
Non-smoker. S250/mo. plus $50 ·
dep. East or Tusk. 671-6355.
Furnished apartment. 1 bedroom.
Across from UCF. $300. No pets.
273-0768.

Five miles from UCF. Gorgeous two
bedroom, two bath. Low security,
$450/mo . .Call Lanita. Solmakers
Inc. Realtor 282-1051.
Unfurnished 4 bedroom house for
rent 2 miles from UCF. Call
282-2440.
University Hylands. Brand new two
bedroom/two bath, w/alr , deluxe
"appliances. $400/mo. Also a
semi-furnished •mlt $425/mo. Call
275-2004; 644-9911.or 695-3782.
Furnished, spacious 2 bd. 2 bth.
across from UCF. Central air and
heat. 2-3 people 5400. 4 people
$425. 273-0768. No pets.

roommate
To share luxury home. Pool, hot
tub. Male professional seeks 2
coeds to share 3 bdrm. new
home-Red Bug, Tuskawilla Rd.
Near County Park. Lake, ten~
nis/racketball. 5250 each plus 1/3
utilities. Easy entry. Short term O.K.
Responsible with refs. Contact
Ross 305-898-0040 or 695-1252. ·
Female roommate wanted. 2
bdrm., 1 1/2 bath. New townhouse
in Fox Hunt Lanes. Furnished except for bdrr:n. All appliances incl.
Washer/dryer,
microwave.
$200/mo. plus 1/2 utilities. Call
273-0696.
Roommate wanted to share 3
bed. 2 bath. home in Winter Park.
$235/mo. plus utll. Day 660-1984.
Ask for Martha.
Femal~

student wanted to shafre
house. One who works or is a student. Call 282-2440 for more Info.
Female to share with same. 2
bedr9om/1 1/2 bath apt. in Winter
Park. own room with l /2 bath.
$210 plus utilities. 769-0971.
Yg. prof /student, female, seeks to
share 2 bd/2 bth. apt. w/same.
$193/mo. plus 1/2 .util. Days
894-1787, nights 282-7669 Cassy.
Roommate wanted, UCF area. 3
bed/2 bth. townhouse. Prefer nonsmoker, mid 20's. Call after 5 p.m.
277-8226.
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typists

A ABLE TYPING SERVICE
QWERTY INK, LTD
A word processing service for fast,
accurate, professional typing of
term papers, reports, thesis:
resumes. Multi-print sizes, styles.
Spelling checker. Pick-up and
delivery.
· ·Call after 6 p.m. 788·9097
Professional Typist. Experienced in
all work incl. medical and legal.
UCF empl. 1 mi. north. Marti
365-6674.
ATTENTION PROFESSORS
Word
processing
service
available for book writers .
282-9051
Beverly.
Leave
message.

WORDMAS:rERS
"The overnight cure for the term
paper blues"

We can help you get your work
out
ACCURATELY
and
ON TIME

typing/translations
Prof.
(Eng.-Span.) 20 yrs. exp. Foreign
elements typewriter. Fast, quality
work. Call Annie 282-2161.
TYPING-Prof. styled work. WORD
PROCESSOR, moderate rates, fast.
Call Susanne 277-4857.

help wanted
GOVERNMENT JOBS.

S16,559-$50,553/yr.

Call
805-687-6000 ext. R-1000:

(The best you'll find)
52.50/page-overnight

Work per your schedules. No car,
no selling. Call 275-6593 for interview.

Both rates includeGRAMMAR
SPELLING AND PUNCTUATION
CORRECTIONS, also a free title
page
and a report cover.

Need office receptionist, part time
or full time. Light typing. Good personality. Call 896-3005 after 4
p.m.

FREE PICKUP-FREE DELIVERY

277·3980 (CALL 24 HOURS)
WORDMASTER$
Typing-Word Processing-Fast Service. Accurate and dependable
at reasonable rates. Close to
campus. Call Cindy at 365-4863 or
657-2733.
EXPERT TYPING. 26 yrs. exp. Full
time. Term papers, manuscript,
theses, reports, resumes, etc. Correction of spelling, grammar,
punc., and editing included.
Reasonable. Call Bea, 678-1386.

other

Stop dreaming! You can work in
motion
pictures.
Call
805-687-6000 ext. 4626.

Guaranteed l 00% Accuracy.
Computer Corrected Spelling.
Term Papers, Theses, Dissertations,
Research Papers, Resumes, and
Cover Letters. All work prepared
on Word Processors for error free
neatness.
We
use
IBM
Dlsplaywrlters and A B Dick Magna
SL word processors. We have 14
employees for fast service. All
work done on quality printers, not
dot-matrix. Over night and same
day service available.
CALL 657-0079 or 671-3007.

Rates:

S1.50/page-regular

TYPING-WORD PROCESSING
l bedroom apt. and 3 bdrm. apt. t - - - - - = - - - - - - - - - - - 1 Quality print, proofed and edit9d.
Two Locations.
In Winter Park. Only S150/mo.
CALL 629·5480 or 365·4863
6 78-53 74 nights.
Room for rent outside entrance 2
miles to UCF. 282-2440.

FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING

RESUMES
Deslgned/Typed-65 7-0079.

services
Silk flowers and weddings and all
occasions. Reasonable prices.
Call Ann or Mary 275-3869.
SKI FOR LESSI Sunchase Tours
winter "Break From the Books" to
Steamboat for a week from Sl44.
Hurry! Call Sunchase Tours toll free
tor
more
Information,
1-800-321-5911, within Colorado
1-800-621-8365 ext. 302, local
303-493-6703 or contact a Sunchase Campus Representative or
your local travel agency, today!
ABORTION SERVICES-FREE NITROUS
Free pregnancy test, low cost birth
control. Confidential, private.
Woman owned-a special approach to health care. 1240
Hillcrest off Mills and Colonial.
422-0606 or long distance call
tree 1-800-432-8511.
CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER
Free pregnancy test. Confidential.
Individual councellng. In Ori., 827
Menendez Court, just off Gore, 2
blocks west of Humana/Lucerne
Hosp. Daily/Sat. a.m. Call
425-8989.
ABORTION SERVICES, birth conrrol
information, pregnancy tests and
councellng. VD screening, low
cost, confidential services.
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization
1700 W. Colonial Drive, Orlando
898-0921

Help needed for home cleaning
service. Flexible hours and good
starting pay. Must have car and
phone. Call 671-7463.
· Females wanted for a valet parking service. Winter Park area. $4/hr.
Call 339-7936 between 12-4 for
more info.
Part time help in plant f'!Ursery.
Hours flexible. Near university.
365-8547.
Childcare In my home part time.
Hours flexible. Near university. Own
transportation. 365-8547. .

wanted
Need wetsuit for med.-lg. frame
male. Call 647-3533 after 6 p.m.
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UCF defense downs Redbirds
by Scott Gunnerson
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

t.

linebacker.
On third and 25, Coppens
completed a 27 yard pass to
his favorite receiver Billy
Garrett. The 27 yard catch
was the longest of the game
for Garrett, who mainly runs
the shorter routes. Garrett
caught seven passes for 84
yards and one touchdown on
the evening.
With 2:02 left in the game,
facing a t~d and 10, Coppens went again to Garrett
for 11 yards.
From that point UCF defensive backs Maury Parker and
Tom Nash made life rough for
Coppens. On- second and 10
from the UCF 42, Parker
missed an interception. On
the next play Nash came up
. with his second blocked pass
of the series.
With fourth down and 10
yards to go, Coppens went to
Garrett again for the first
down, the play covered 15
yards putting the ball on the
UCF 28 yard line.
On first down, with 1:30 left
in the game, Coppens completed a pass to senior Mark
Marcinek. Marcinek was
stopped on the UCF 22 for a
six yard gain. Marcinek led all
receivers with 141 yards on
10 catches, his longest was
for 33 yards.
On second down Coppens
decided to pick on U CF
freshman Wyatt Bogan from
Tampa. Coppens was lucky
that Bogan didn't have .good
enough hands to catch the
ball or UCF wopld have run
out the clock after the interception. Instead'., the Redbirds were still alive.
.
With a_ third down pending,
Coppens went back to his
money receiver, Garrett. But
Coppens had gone to the well

The UCF football team has
had one big problem all year.
The sophomore-freshman
defense seemed to _be worn
out by the time the fourth
quarter rolled around.
This season the Knights
have given up 85 poirits in the
fourth quarter, as compared
to 52 in the second quarter
and 54 in the third quarter.
Saturday night against Illinois State University, the
UCF defense shut down t4e
ISU Redbird offense in the second, third, and fourth
quarters. After the 21 point
barrage in the first quarter,
the Redbirds could only
manage a 23 yard field goal
from'. Paul Politi.
"They came of age," an exuberant assistant coach, Al
Seagraves exclaimed after the
28-24 defeat of ISU.
''They wanted it, the key
was that they came up with
the big plays when we needed
them the most.''
ISU had the ball for 16
plays on their first drive of
the game. This was the moment when John Coppens,
ISU senior All-American
quarterback, shouid have
picked apart. the young UCF
secondary. Coppens finished
the game with 379 yards
passing, completing 27 out of
60 passes.
When ISU started on their
own 25 yard line with 4:53 left
i.n the game, the Redbirds
never imagined that their trip
to Central Florida would cost
so much. The Knight's Eric
Simpson alerted Coppens to
this fact when he sacked the
ISU quarterback for a 12
,
•
Pam Glmson/Future
yard loss, moving the ball once to often and Parker s .tip- UCF interim head coach Jerry Anderson celebrates the Knights' second win of the season.
back to the Redbird 20 yard ped pass for~ed the Redbirds Anderson was hoisted into the air by UCF players and paraded around the field before beline. Simpson has 28 tackles
SEE KNIGHTS, PAGE 23 ing _c~rried into the locker room.
to his credit this season at

Young Knight players gaining maturity

•

•

How many times have we heard the
terms "young" and "immature"
associated with UCF's football program? Well, if you've ever been
within ten feet of a Sunday
newspaper, you will probably agree
that the above are good examples of
words commonly used to describe the
Knights. What's the importance of all
this? Quite simply, young teams grow
up and immature programs improve.
Of course, if you've ever run into
one of our football players you will
know that I speak not of literally
"growing", but of gaining those ever
important traits:
endurance,
stamina, and most importantly, the
will to win. If you saw UCF defeat
ISU last week, you will also know
that the Knight's defense is very
close to reaching these goals.
Throughout the season the defense

has periodically hinted of hidden
brilliance, only to fall to a seasoned
offense in the late quarters of the
game. In last Saturday's bout against
ISU, however, the Knights defense
not only found themselves, they also
found a win.
The Knights forced the big plays.
In the second half. UCF's defense
came up with an interception that
was run in for a touchdown, a blocked
punt, also run in for a touchdown, and
held the explosive Redbirds to only 3
points.
Defensive coach Al Seagraves said,
"For the defense, it was the first time ·
they had played for the full 60
minutes. I think it's a matter of
maturity. Considering the number of
freshmen on defense, 12 extra
minutes of football takes some getting used to"

COMMENTARY

DON
WITTEKIND
When asked what caused the young
team to mature so rapidly, Seagraves
said that the great crowd response
was a tremendous lift to the players
and that "they had a cause ... and they
were not to be denied.''
The Knights' se~ond win is also important in that the team has had to
overcome the loss of head coach Lou
Saban who resigned last week.
While many thought the loss of
UCF's second year head coach would
cripple the young team, the Knights
instead 1 1~~r1 Lou Saban's name as a
battle cry."Let's win one for Lou"
quickly caught on as the team's mot-

to, and win one they did . .
In a press conference immediately
following Saban' s resignation, interim head coach Jerry Anderson
commented that the team was enthusiastic and ready to go. When . a
reporter commented that the team
did not, in fact look very enthusiastic,
Anderson simply replied, ''by the end
of the week, they'll be ready."
If Anderson proves as true to his
word in the last three games of the
season as he did against ISU, the
university's nationwide search for a
head coach may end nearer to home
then previously expected.
Saturday, the Knights host Austin
Peay University in Orlando Stadium.
The Homecoming game should be
another emotional one for UCF, and
will truly test the endurance of the
newly found defense.
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UCF .
Team Strengths:. Offensive line, quarter·
back.
Team Weaknesses: Youth, immaturity.
Injuries: Elgin Davis, Robert Ector.
Injuries Returning: Mario Gorcio (possi·
-ble).
Notes: The Knights are comming off ·an
upset win over ISU last week. UCF has the
home field advantage with crowd that
· has recently become very responsive.
The game is UCF's homecoming, adding
extra incentive for a win.
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STATE
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SAVE 1.00

Quaker State
10W40HD
Deluxe
Motor Oil ·

Gunk
Engine
Cleaner
EB-1

~
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W/EXCH.

A-1
Fuel Pumps

Starte_rs

•

As Low As 27 •99

•

•

L1fet1me Guarantee

Test Rite
Chrome
Sport
Door Mirror

Master
·c ylinders

Li fetimle
Gu ara ntee

1

LIST PRICE
W/EXCH.

99

.
SAVE 5.00
/EXCH.

w

Spa_
r komatic
·· 8 Track to Cassette
Adapter
SCA10

Lifetime Guarantee

1 S99

#340

153
OFF

EVERYDAY LOW PRICES

Chloride
·so Month
Battery

44!!H.

- . 5.00 OFF 40 & 50 MO.

BATTERIES

SAVE 4.00

SAVE 3.00

Corner of Aloma & 436
Winter Park
3098 Aloma Ave.

1 Block West of Sliver Star • Pine Hiiis
5410 Silver Sta Rd
289·8230
r
·
Orlando· L.L
- J
I v - / /
Open 7 Days a Week
7
11 p.m.
Corner of Semoran & Curry Ford
5687 Curry Ford Rd.

677·5488

282·0572

8 a.m. • 9 p.m.
: 2 Blocks South of Oak Ridge _
621 O S. Orange Blossom Trail ~ (

859·6171

_

am. ·
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FIGHTING-KNIGHT'S STATS
I) '1

Team Offense

Points Scored
First Downs
By Rushing
By Passing
By Penalty
Rushing Yards
Passing Yards
Total Yards
Passes Completed
Passes Intercepted
Fumbles Lost
Yards Penalized

•)

1)

ll

Best
35 vs. Western Ky.
26 vs. Georgia Southern
13 'VS. Western Kentucky
21 ys. Georgia Southern
4 vs. Bethune-Cookman
186 vs. Bethune-Cookman
368 vs. Georgia Southern
447 vs. Geo~gia Southern
32 vs. Goergia Southern
0 vs. Akron_
O vs Ga. Southern, SW Texas, Akron
0 vs. E. Kentucky

Worst
13 vs .. SW Texas
l O vs. Eastern Ky.
3 vs. Georgia Southern
4 vs. NE Loulsidna
0 vs. W. Ky, E. Ky
79 vs. Georgia Southern
79 vs. NE Louisiana
206 vs. SW T~xas
7 vs. Illinois St.
5 vs. 'Georgia Southern
5 vs. Bethune-Cookmqn
128 vs. ~thune-Cookman

Best
24 by Illinois St.
18 by Akron
6 by W. Kentucky
5 by Akron
0 byW. Ky, E. Ky
39 by W. Kentucky
153 by Akron
339 by Bethune-Cookman
67 by Akron
34 by Bethune-Cookman
15 by Akron
8 by Akron
3 vs. Illinois St.
2 vs. NE Louisiana, Georgia Southern,
W. Kentucky, Akron -

Worst
49 by NE Louisiana
29 by Illinois St.
· 14 by E. Kentucky
15 by W. Kentucky, Illinois St.
5 by Bethune-Cookman
325 by SW Texas
379 by Illinois St.
535 by SW Texas
103 by Illinois St.
58 by SW Texas
60 by Illinois St.
27 by Illinois St.
0 vs. B-CC, Ga. Southern, E. Kentucky
0 vs. 8-CC, SW Texas

I)

Team Defense

Points Scored
First Downs
. . _ By Rushing
By Passing
By Penalty
Rushing Yards
Passing Yards
Total Yards
Total Plays
Rushing Attempts
Passing Attempts
Passes Completed
Interceptions.
Fumbles Recovered

'

..........................
l

•
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STUDENT NPTICE

Just for fun "anq money"
Auditions are now being held for the
wildest LIP-SYNC contest in Central
Florida.Competition will be held at Off The
Wall video disco night club.
Could you be a "Boy George",
"Madonna", "Twisted Sister", "The .G o
· Gos" or.. .' Willie Nelson'' l?I
1

Call for

$195
A Strand
orig. $5.95

aud~tion

at 851·3962 between
10 a.m. and 3 p.m. daily.
Its fun and "Big Bucks"
$1500 Cash and prizes
Don't be left out.
You could be a

Large selection of colors.
Clasps start at $1.00

JACKSON'S .
. GIFTS & ACCESSORIES

1'itrhenwart'. Mt>n·s Gift5. Ladies' Gifts. Glas5ware. Brass.
Mn~ic Boxes. Lamps. Ornaments and •t'lnrt>!

COLONIAL PLAZA·_H96-S691

Phi Delta

Raccoons
'
cant.
~

A Public Service

"II

'iiJ ofThis Newspaper~

& The Advertising Co~~~ -

Theta

PHI DELTA THETA
..__--w · - ~· -.

- ~-

~

announces an.- informal meeting for everyone who missed the fall rush for all the
other fraternities. PHI DELTA THETA stands apart.
· ·
Thursday, Nov. I, 1984 7:30 p.m.
Student Services B~dg. (Bookstore) Rm. 135

PHI DELTA THETA
Where the words LEADERSHIP, POTENTIAL and MOTIVATION are interpreted literally.

~· · Fox Hunt Lanes
.1. 2 Miles From Campus On Alafaya ·
*A Tremendous Investment:
• Purc;hase price $53,900
• Only 5% down, $2700 (owner
occupied)
• No closing costs
• $430 /nio. P & I
• Guaranteed 9.5 % interest rate
first year

i.

• ~

•
Aloma Avenue4 26
Univcrsit}'

~Westinghouse ~---..
w
.

One mile north of Highway 50 on Alafaya
Trail 1.2 miles from campus. Furnished
model open daily Monday-Saturday, IOAM'lPM, Sunday, 12Noon-6PM
t

UCF

East West Expressway

After hours: (305) 422-1111
·

I

•

:

•
•
•
•
•

,
-----•

FOX HUNT LANES
Colonial Drive (Hwy 50)

305-282-4393

•

Vaulted ceilings
Open, spacious floor plan
Large master bedroom suite
Cable TV available
Sparkling skylights
C~arming loft

INVESTORS - Foxhunt Lanes is id~y located close to UCF, Westinghouse and the new East Martin Marietta plant. Single
units to quadraplexes are available with low-down financ~
·
· •Sale price $53,900, $2700 down. 9.5% percentage rate first year. Note accrual rate indexed to 6-month Treasury bill 12.50%.
APR 14.54%.

Goodman-Payton lB
associates, inc.

AUUD> ·
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UCF ski team takes second in nationals
Other team members competing
were Eric Anderson, Billy Nichols,
Kent Garner, John Gelles, Billy
Woodson, Sandy Lawrence, Shannon
McLin, Cluny Madison, Karen Cicora,
and Cheryl Ross.

$30,000 for the skiers, allowing the
team to offer scholarship's for the first
time in their history. The team's total
budget for this year was ~et at $8000,
but the Student Senate awarded
$4000 to fund the trip to nationals.

The team is particulary happy with
their placing because they have had
to compete against teams with much
higher budgets. However, Orlando
businessmen have collected some

Teams placing at the competition
were Northeast Louisian - first, UCF
- second, California State/Sacremento
- ~hird, and Florida Southern - fourth.

sion, second place in the women's,
and second place overall.

by Don Wittekind
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

Outstanding performances were
brought in by Kerri Lasey, second in
women's slalom, setting a new UCF
record as well as her own personal
best on the event; Butch Allen, fourth
in men's slalom, also making a perUCF, which placed fourth overall in sonal best and a new UCF record; and
their first national competition last Ron Thompson, fifth in the ski jump
year, placed fourth in the men's divi- with a distance of 126 feet.
On Oct. 13 and 14, UCF's.ski team
traveled to Sacremento California to
compete in the national·ski team competition.

Anderson brings UCF a

wi~

FUTURE STAFF WRITER

we can cause more problems for a defense
when we do throw the ball."

New interim he~d football coach Jerry
Anderson is the kind of person that takes a
challenge head on. His challenge now is to
prove that the system that Lou Saban was
hired to start actually works and he's the
man to work it.

Anderson surprised everyone when h~ called a play where Ted Wilson, UCF sophomore
wide receiver, took on · t he old end around
play. Wilson ran with the ball like an old pro,
leaving Redbirds in his wake, only clinching
his shadow. Wilson raced 58 yards around
the left end for UCf's first touchdown in the
Illinois State University game.

By Scott Gunnerson

Anderson has no plans of changing the offense, instead he only talks about improving
on it. "I've been with coach Saban for a long
time and I know his system inside-out,"
Anderson e~plained. ''I like the things that
are involved in it. We like to throw the football and will continue to throw the ball.''
'1

"All qf our backs have good receiving ability. As well as being able to run. I think that

"We've ·g ot to find more ways to get the
ball in his (Wilson's) hands,'' Anderson said.
"So we decided to run some reverses and do
certain patterns where we can break him
19ose and get the ball to him. He's a game
breaker, there is no question about that,
we've tried through the course of the year.
It's only intelligent on our part, just to get
the ball to him and let him do his thing.''

Pam Glmson/Future

After taking over the position of head coach from Lou
Saban, coach Jerry Anderson recorded the Knights second
win.

·s.E.P.S.
Student Escort Patrol ·service·

At least 6 people ~re on duty -every .n ight to
help niake your ·nights on the UCF . cainpus
safe ones. Call X-2424 to have your personal
escort take .you to ·your car or dorlll, or.
·possibly to · another ·building on ca1npus.

J

UCF Police Department
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The UCF Marketing Club extend an overwhelming Thank You
to the tollowing Contributors for the $4300 in door prizes to
be awarded at our annual .Monster Mash this Sunday Oct.
·28.

Ron Jon's

CONTRIBUTORS
Bennlgan's lnt'I.

Altamonte 8t Fashion Square Cinemas
Wilsons
RadioShack
Flanagan's Nautilus

The Good Earth, Alt.
Darryls, AH.
Steak n Ale, Am Wy.
Malibu Grand Prix, Am. Wy.

Dr.

People's Restr. tnt'I Dr.
Catalina Inn 14 8t 33rd. St.

UCF Bookstore

The Elvis Presley Museum
Holiday Inn, lnt'I Dr.
God Father's Pizza
Nautlcle but Nice
Video Concepts
Cheek to Cheek
Cor Tunes
Hilton Inn, Orlando
Rossi's
The Cuttin Shop
Luther's Bar-B-Que
Von Jacobs Builder Inc.
Cypress Gardens
Ten Centennial Record Co.
Arnez and OVermier D.D.S
Village Plate Collector
Burdine's Travel Bureau
Publix
Family Fitness Center
Peaches Records
Central Florida Zoo
Bennigan's Altamonte
Charlie Brown's
Godfather's Pizza
Noble Ramons Pizza
Dairy Queen
Natural Art Surf Shop
Moxies Restaurant
Super Cuts
Plitt Theaters

Darryl's Restr. lnt'I Dr.
Olive Garden lnt'I Dr.
Friday's lnt'I Dr.
WetnWlld
Panama Jack
Baskin Robbins 436
Red Lobster %73
Long John Silvers
Pizza Huts
Roma Bakery
Lorenzo's Pizza
House of Beef
The Pizza Pan
Casa Gallardo
Hair Shack
Gem World
Sea World
Music Land Records
Quite Flight
Hyatt Grand Cypress
White Hall Inn Daytona
International Inn Daytona
Ramada Inn, Daytona
Sunrise Inn Daytona
Beach Hut Motel, Daytona
Aladin Inn, Daytona
Voyager Inn, Daytona
Sears, Fashion Sq.
Burdines, Fashion Sq.

Home Depot
Video Zone
Mr. B's Hairstyling
Dad 8t Mom's Amoco Service Station
Mitzi's Barber Shops
Showalter Flying Service
The Knights Table Restaurant
World of Fitness
Little Caesar's Pizza, Casselberry
Pharoah's Hair Design
Red Bug Nautilus
94th Aero Squadron
Noah's Ark Pet Shop
Kane Furniture
Red Lobster
Seminole Flying Ranch
A Flower Mart Inc.
Hydro-Spa of Cosselberry
Hair at the Summit
The Olive Garden, Casseilberry
Road Runner Pizza
Fairlanes, Longwood
Michaels Pro Shop

Tickets on Sale
$5.00 In Advance
$6.00 at the Door
from any UCF Marketing Club Sudent

The ·Marketing Club's

Kick Off Party
UCF . on the· Green
Fri. Oct. 19, 11 ·2 p.m.

BJ 105
Free Beer
Parade

TICKETS WILL BE SOLD IN THE KIOSK OCl
19-26, 11 :00-2:00.
$5.00 advance
$6.50 at the door

•

•
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Lady Knights sweep UCF invitational
fall prey to the Lady Knights. UCF
dominated Radford pretty much from
FUTURE STAFF WRITER
start to finish, allowing only five
- - - - - - - - - - - - - shots on goal for Radford to UCF's
UCF's women's soccer team hosted 27. "We really hammered them. This
a victorious tournament this past was probably the best attack game
Saturday and Sunday. The two day that we've played so far this season
tournament was a clean sweep for the and we didn't give them many
women of UCF - they defeated Stan- chances either," said Rudy.
ford 5-0, Radford 2-0 and shut out
Texas A and M 4-0 in the finals.
Sunday's championship game
against Texas A and M proved to
Saturday was not exactly as easy a less than the challenge they would
day as the score would suggest. have expected. "They just would not
"Saturday was a good day of hard come out and attack, and they needed
work," said coach Jim Rudy. The first this game for post seasQn play," comgame of the day for UCF was against mented Rudy.
Stanford. ''They were a good team;
we just played very well our~ely~s,"
, UCF's domination over Texas was
'· •.~·· ·,~,, t·· ' ~11 ~ev~ending from start to finish. The
said Rudy.
" ·.to Lady vKnights racked up 35 shots on
Radford was the secona ·victim· to' · gda~ 1
Texas' 3. Who knows what
by Joanne White

1

to

tactic the Texas coach thought he
was using, it was obviously a nonattack, try-to-protect-the-goal tactic~
He may have heard what a strike
force the UCF women· were. Texas
was playing with an injured team too
- out of all his players he had eleven
.who were playable.

commented. Eventually UCF tired of
this game and went in for the attack.
The rest is history.

The Lady Knights tried their best
to tempt the Texas team out into midfield just passing it back and forth,
playing keep-away. They just refused
to come out after it," said Rudy. Lin-.
da Gancitano spent some time working on her juggling technique with
the ball while waiting for some
action.'' We tried everthing to get
them mad at us and make them come
out, but they wouldn't do anything.
Once in a while they would take one
or two steps and stop,'' Gancitano

Three Lady Knights were chosen to
be on the 'All Tournament Team',
they were goilie Kim Wyant, midfielder Mary Varas and forward
Michelle Akers. The young woman
chosen as the tournament MVP was
Anna Perez from Barry College.

UCF will next compete in the
University of North Carolina Tournament to be held in Chapel Hill on October 27 and 28. Teams participating
include: University of Central
Florida, University of North
Carolina, North CarQlina St~te,
George Washington U div~rsity,~ kid
Radford.

Knights destroy Erskine· in record·breaking game
first time that a UCF team has not permitted an
opponent to have any shots on goal against them.

by Joanne White
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

Monday afternoon, as an encore to their weekend
tournament the Lady Knights' soccer team pounded Erskine College, 10-0, causing a few records to
be broken for UCF.
This was the first time in the history of the school
that a team has had 64 shots on goal. It is also the

Erskine is a young team, with a current season
record of 1-6 prior to playing against UCF. Even
though they had no shots on goal they tried. "Erskine got forward more than Texas did the day
before. At least they tried to come across
midfield," 'said coach Jim Rudy.
However, Erskine did not lay down and let UCF

e LADIES NITE
TUESDAY 25¢ DRAFT
• Late Nite Snacks Till Midnight
• Great Food
15 Different Subs
•Fun Foods
• "mid week movies"
e 50¢ OFF ANY PITCHER BEER
with a UCF I.D.
7 p.m. till close Mcm.-Fri.

•

•

walk all over them. They put up a fight. The women
of UCF were coming out of a two day tournament
with winning in their blood, which really gave them
an added edge over Erskine. Not to mention the
fact that they are more experienced. ·
This weekend the Lady Knights will be traveling
to North Carolina for the University of North
Carolina Invitational. They will be facing Radford
again, and they will also have another shot at
unbeaten North Carolina State.

• 45'' Rear Projection T. V.
Best Big Screen in Town
• 25¢ Pool Tables
•Video Games
• Open Till 2a.m. Weekends

Halloween Party
Oct. 31st
"$50 CASH PRIZE"
Alafaya

1 FREE draft for everyone in costume

Oviedo

UCF
a
a

E

e-

~

HOURS:
Mon.-Thur. lla.m. till l:OOa.m.
Fri.-Sat. lla.m. till 2:00a.m.

AUSTANAN'S

David E. Hankins, O.D.
(UCF, 1977)
Eye Care•Contact Lenses

LONG NECK
BUDWEISER
10.99
a case
plus deposit

Introductory 15 %discount on all services
and materials to UCF students.faculty,
and staff

1O min. from UCF at corner
of Red Bug and Tuscawilla Rds.

Rd.

l!!:: UCF

I

To Winter Park

2 - Locations

To Serve You

EXTRA
LEAN
GROUND
CHUCK
1.59 lb.

RC
GIANT
.
SUPERSUBS
COLA PRODUCTS
2 liters
3.99each
99¢ ~ach

Cole Slaw
U.S.D.A.
DELI
Potato Salad
CHOICE
STYLE
Macaroni
Salad
BOILED HAM Delmonico
buy 1 lb.
Steaks 8 oz.
Get 1 lb. FREE
1.991b.
2.69each

DELI STYLE
BOLOGNA
99¢1b.

CENTERCUT
PORK CHOPS
1.991b.
COOKIN GOOD

premium
WHOLE
FRYERS

lb.

59¢

699-4000

><
Tuscawilla
Chapman I

U

MEAT MARKET

• New tinted soft cc,nt·a ct lenses
• Soft contacts for astigmatism
• Extended wear lenses

Red Bug

Aloma

802 W. Broadway (426)
Oviedo, FL 32765
365·2435

1340 Tuscawi Ila Rd.
Suite 107
Casselberry, Fl.

Alafaya Trail Oviedo
'--'-'

Austanan's
11039 E. Colonial
Orlando
275·9662
Mon. • Sun. 8·8

• UCF

University Blvd.

AUSTANAt\'S
)(

Hwy. 50
'()
I')

'<t

c:

~

!0

6.

0

~
li

<

Austanan's
1725 Hwy. 426
Oviedo
365·3466
Mon. • Sat. 10·6

AUSTANAN'S

Oviedo

• UCF
University Blvd.

AJ ave
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FUTURE SPORT'S PIGSKIN PICKS

0>

Time for week three of The New England over Miami.
Future's Pigskin Picks! To wrap Pigskin Picks would now like
up~~

wee~

p~~ctiom,~we~ometh~wee~gue~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

beginners luck proved too
much for our staff -experts.
Jerry Gardner, our first guest
picker" slipped by all of the
regulars with a record 5-1.
_ .
Everyone picked wrong in
the UCF vs. ISU matchup (and
none of us are disappointed),
as well as mistakes made
when Scott Gunnerson and
yours truly, Don Wittekind out
of the goodness of their hearts

Sports Information Director
Neil Laber.
· Also, due to open weeks for
Florida, Florida State, and The
University of MialTii, Pigskin
Picks will substitute three out of
state games that are
Georgia vs. Kentucky Geo. by 1 Geo. by 11 Geo. by 21 Geo. by 4
historically great rivalries. They
are: Texas vs. SMU, Notre Professional
Dame vs. LSU, and Georgia vs.
Kentucky.
Miami ~s. Buffalo
Miami by_28 Miami by 15 Miami by 35 Buffalo by 4
Note the addition .of point
Kansas by 7 Tie (3-3) Kansas by 10 Kansas by 16
spreads. This should amke Tampa Bay vs. KC
p~~dTampaov~C~cag~ ~c~ng a ITTtte ~ugh~ and~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
d
t h'
Mike Rhodes
10-2
88.8%
M'k Rh d
and 1 e o es, ue o is separate the men from the
Don Wittekind
66.6%
8_4
suicidal tendencies, picked boys.
t G
sa .8°'/0
Seo t unnerson 7-5 .
11

'

JOIN

TH.E 12,000,000
PEOPLE
WHO HAVE
ALREADY
DISCOVERED
DIRECT.DEPOSI'C
Have your Social
Security or other
Government payments
sent straight to
wherever you have
you r checking or
savings account.

!1

A Pub lic Strtl(;I cl Thi• Newsp1per
&

The Ady11u11no Cr unc1 t

~

Urv1~5'.1M T11'..SUI Y

• n 1~.I..,, ._•EPOSIT
&Ii

YOU KNOW YOUR MONEY'S
SAFE AND SOUND.

By driving les.s, planning
trips more wisely and
keeping our cars in tune,
we'll keep saving gas. And
money- because wasted gas
is wasted money.

-untE BY UJIU,
llllllml'-

•
•

•

Soccer statistics to date:
1984 UCF MEN'S SOCCER
STATISTICS
(7-3-1) (11° Matches) (Home
3-2-1) (Away 4-1)

1984 UCF WOMEN'S SOCCER
STATISTICS
(7-2) (9 Matches) (Home
5-1) (Away 2-1)
'

NAME

SHOTS

GOALS

POINTS

Todd Goodman
Jon Burns
Mark Lamb
Mike Blancher
George Vrban
Robert Heileman
Gene O'Brien
Charlie Clark
Kevin Lennox
Kyte Rogers
Robert Smith
Greg White
John Hummel
David Hunt
Bobby Hurring
Steve Lyons
Craig Nickerson
Brian Ronnie
Tim Schmidt

45
9
33 .
14
9
10
3
6

10
1

11
6
6
4
4
3
2
1
1
1
1
1

TOTALS

198

..

.

5
5

17
8

5
7
2
1
3
1
15

5
1
3
3

2

0
1

0
0
1
O~

0

b

-

NAME

SHOTS

GOALS

POINTS

ASSISTS

Michelle Akers
Mary Varas
Kathy Mulq~eeriy
Jean Varas
'
Kally Coley
Cindy-Jones
Donna Laboranti
Sue Mortberg
Jenny Olesen
Terry Schuler
Mary Schultz
Amy Simons
Laura Dryden
Sue .Heubner
Chris Kessler
JoEllen Murchland
Lisa Golish
Linda Gancitano
Kerry Ryter

43
30
18
31
7
17
16

9
4

13
7

4
3

3

5
5

4
6
2
2
2
0

0

TOTALS

231

. 33

ASSISTS

1
5
1
3
1
0

.

0
1

0
1
1

0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0

0
0

0

0

0

0

0

27

41

-

14

15
5

10
6
8
6

3

4
2
1 .1
2

1
0
1

0
.1
1
1

0
0
0
2

-

.3

3
3
3
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
2

56

~

2

1
1

2
2

1

1
2
1

2
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
0
23

-

KNIGHTS
FROM PAGE 13

~ ALL PRO CAREER
~- OPPORTUNITIES

~~

ID

~
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Step up to the first 1trlng at the Natlonal

Security Agency.
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING There
. are opportunities in a variety of
research and development projects
ranging from individual equipments to
. very complex interactive systems
involving large numbers of microproces's ors, minicomputers and
computer graphics. Professional growth
is enhanced through interaction with
highly experienced NSA professionals
and through contacts in the industrial
and academic worlds. Facilities for
engineering analysis and design
automation are among the best
available.
· COMPUTER SCIENCE At NSA you'll

discover one of the largest computer
installations in the world with almost
every major vendor of computer
equipment ~epresented. NSA careers
provide mixtures of such disciplines as
syste~s analysis and design, scientific
applications programming, data base
management systems, operating systems,
computer networking/security, and
graphics.'

THE REWARDS AT NSA NSA offers a
salary and benefit program that's truly
competitive with private industry.
There are assignments for those who
wish to travel and abundant good living
in the Baltimore-Washington area for
those who wish to stay close to home.
Countless cultural, historical,
recreational and educational opportunities are just minutes away from NSA's
convenient suburban location.

MATHEMATICS You'll work on diverse
agency problems applying a variety of To find out more about NSA career
mathematical disciplines. Specific . opportunities, schedule an interview
assignments might include solving
through your college placement office.
communications-related · problems,
For additional information on the
performing long-range mathematical
National Security Agency, write to
research or evaluating new techniques
National Security Agency, Attn: M322,
for communications security.
Fort George G. Meade, Maryland 20755.

·On Campus Recruiting Date:
Nov. 6, 1984

,II

NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY
An Equal Opportunity Employer .

•

into a crucial fourth down and
four.
Both Nash and Parker
recorded 3 blocked passes a
piece. Nash ended the game
with 10 tackles to lead all
defenders in the game.
Parker, along with Kim Nix"
on, Anthony Campbell, and
Darrell Rudd each had nine
tackles.
On the Redbirds final attempt, ISU senior Tony
Shelby tried to beat UCF
freshman Corris Ervin on a
hook-in pattern in the end
zone. But Ervin, in for the injured defensive back Darius
Fore, forced Shelby out of his
pattern.
When Shelby tried to convince Ervin that he was running a straight route, ErVin
.would have no part of it. Instead, Ervin slowed Shelby
up so much at the goal line,
when Shelby did cut to the
middle, he was too late to
catch the winning pass.
With less than minute left
in the game, the Knights took
over and ran out the clock.

A
million things·
can happen
to a check.
Don't take a
chance with your
Government check.
Sign up for Direct
Deposit. Then your
check won't end
up behind the Tv;
under the sofa, or
in someone else's
pocket. Ask for
Direct Deposit
wherever you have
a checking or savings account.
You'll never have
to wait for your money.
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Knights overcome E·rskine in overtime
by Joanne White
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

While the women of UCF were playing soccer the
men were not sitting idly by. Monday afternoon
provided a hard fought victory for the men of UCF.
The men's team went up against Erskine College in
a doubleheader and won 2-1 in overtime. ''This was
one of the most exciting games that has been
played at UCF. This was definitely a spectators'
game," said.coach Jim Rudy.
Erskine's front line was stacked with fleet footed
Trinidadians who carried on communication in
their own form of English. This sort of pidein
English a.dded a little flavor to the game, at least
for the spectators close enough to hear it.

''They are a very talented and skillful team,
along with being very fast," said Rudy. The Erskine players had the ball maneuvered down the
field before any~me could tell what happened. UCF
scored first in this game, but the joy was shortlived; 18 seconds later Erskine sneaked in and scored.
''We worked so hard to get in for the goal. We really did some of our.best attacking. Then they came
back in and scored,'' said Rudy.
At various points in the game there was a
definite air of frustration prevalent on both teams.
Each side would work so hard to get the ball into
goal range and something would happen.
Credit should be given to the goalies for both
sides. Each goalie gave it his all to prevent the
,, other side from scoring. Other contributors to this
frustration were a few controversial calls. "There

were three major controversial non-decisions. I feel
we should have had at least two penalty kicks,"
commented Rudy. "However, all in all the officiating was pretty fair."
In overtime the winning goal was scored by
Kevin Lennox, a sophomore. Lennox was assisted
by freshman Kyle Rodgers. For Lennox most of
this season has been spent as a substitute, but he
has since redeemed his standing.
Monday, UCF will face off with Brigham Young
University at Lake Mary Hifgh School at-7:30 p.m.
This is something of. a first for the Knights, as they
are unaccustomed to playing night games. The
Seminole Soccer Club, a youth soccer organization
is sponsoring this match for UCF.

Ladies run, men stumble at invitational
by Joanne White
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

The Florida Invitational . held in
Gaiesville on Oct. 19 presented mixed
results for the men's and women's
cross country teams. The mixture in
end results came about when the
woman placed fourth out of ten teams
while
1

their male counterparts placed
eighth out of thirteen teams. "I feel
the men should have taken third or
fourth, '' said coach Tom Metts.
Cindy Gaskill came in first for the
UCF women with a time of 19:20 for
three miles. She placed 32nd overall

in the meet. Fellow teammate Gail predicts, -''The girls will all run good
Jones ran a 19:40, placing 36th. Mary times, but I expect the team to finish
Mammott ra:n third for the Lady in the lower half of the team slots this
year." This is understandable, accorKnights with a time of 20:05.
ding to Metts, because "the top four
For the men David Smith came or five teams in the race are some of
across the line 22nd place overall with the best in the country."
a time of 26:40 for fivwe miles. David
Crowe and Greg Freeman were second and ~hird respectively for the
Knights.
The men's team will be dancing to a
different tune: their next race could
Their performance in this race en- make or break them. ''The men are in
sured the women a chance to go to the jeopardy going to the regionals. If
regionals this year. A very satisfied they do!kt run a good race this com-Metts said, ''The women have run ing week they may not go,'' said
good every race. They consistently Metts. For him this race was a real
get better." /i(s far as his hopes for disappointment. ''This . is the worst
the ladies at regionals goes Metts team performance that we've had in

three years," commented Metts.
The upset this past weekend was
not due to a lack of physical stature
or stamina. "We're a young, inexperienced team, but we do have the
potential,'' said Metts. ''The team is
made up of average to good runnrs,
guys who can compete as long as they
believe in themselves and their ability."
Coming this weekend in Tampa,
UCF will be competing in the state
championship~ - for college men and
women. The race will take place at the
University of South Florida golf
course. "The women are going to do
well, and the men will do better. They
need this race to go to regionals,''
said Metts.

SUN STATE FORD MAKES
IT EASY TO DRIVE!
1985

WITH THE PURCHASE OF ANY NEW
CAR OR TRUCK YOU WILL RECEIVE

SALES &
SERVICE
COME IN TO.DAY
FOR A TEST DRl_VE

APPROVED
AUTO REPAIR

NEW AND USED
CARS AND TRUCKS

FREE:
Extended Service Plan
The Ford Extended Service Plan 1s acon1rac1 <A .
ween you and Ford Molar Company !hat protects you
against unexpected repair costs on an extensive hst
of ma1orcomponents. and lets you drive with peace of
m1nc1

24 M-ONTH
or
24,000 MILE
Maxi·mum Coverage Plan
•
•
•
•

COMPLETE BODY SHOP AND SERVICE DEPARTMENT
RETAIL & WHOLESALE PARTS DEPARTMENT
AUTO & TRUCK LEASING AND RENTAL
LIFETIME SERVICE DEALER

..

•

•
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Homecoming 1984: UCF meets. APSU
squad ready. "We know that it's going to be a dogfight," Anderson said.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - " W e ' v e got our work cut out for us,
The fighting Knights will ·try to but we'll give it everything we've
make it two in a row Saturday night got."
when they host Austin Peay State
Last week, Austin Peay scored
University in Orlando Stadium at twice in the last nlinute of the contest
7:30 p.m.
to defeat Middle Tennessee, 16-7.
UCF comes into the game with a Middle Tennessee came into the game
record of 2-6, after beating Irnllois with a record of 6-0, ranking fifth in
State University, 28-24 last week. Division I-AA.
Last weekend APSU defeated Middle
The Governors, who got three field
goals from Brian Yarbrough, used his
Tennessee,, 16-7."
UCF will also have a chance to win 47-yarder to claim a 9-7 lead with just
their second straight game against less than a minute left in the game.
APSU. Last season the Knights Then, APSU scored 25 seconds later,
escaped Clarksville, Tenn. with a 10-7 after returning an interception for a
win over the Governors.
touchdown.
But no one can take the 4-3 GoverUCF also won on an inter.ception
nors lightly. Head football coach that was returned for a touchdown
Jerry Anderson plans to have his and a punt block that was returned

by Scott Gunnerson
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

-?

for a touchdown.
With 4:08 left in the third quarter
Curt Ashley lntercepted ISU senior
quarterback, John Coppens on the
UCF 25. Ashley, a freshman from
Miami Lakes, scrambled to let his
fellow defenders assemble a wall
blocking right side of the old T-Bowl
floor.
Ashley did not race down the
sideline foolishly. Instead he took his
time and let the -other ten Knights on
the field apply the "Lou" each of
them had affixed to the forehead of
their helmets. The "Lous" were in
honor of the team's former mentor,
Lou Saban.
Then Ashley broke into a clearing
and rambled into the end zone to bring UCF within 3 points of ISU.
Ashley leads the Knights in intercep-

tions this year.
At the end of the third quarter, Corris Ervin blocked ISU punter Link
Woodward's kick at the Redbird 38.
Ervin, UCF freshman defensive back,
came up with a great defensive play
at the e!J.d of the game to stop the
Redbirds on their final drive.
A~er Ervin blocked Woodward's
punt, Jeff Farmer recovered the ball
that had been kept alive by his teammates and ran it 30 yards for the victory.
Robert Ector regained the UCF
rushing title on Saturday with a 35
yard performance. On the season he
has gained 408 yards on 73 carries.
After the UCF Homecoming game
this weekend against APSU, the
Knights will hit the road to finish out
the season.

Fighting .Knights rally past ISU, win one for Lou
by Scott Gunnerson
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

With it written on their helmets and even
stronger in their hearts, the UCF players won one
for "Lou". The Knights, who faced their toughest
test to date, shocked the 11,648 in attendance ·at
Orlando Stadium by upsetting 17th ranked Illinois
State, 28-24.
It was only a matter of time before the Knights
would begin playing at the caliber of the Division
I-AA teams on thier schedule. Saturday night the

quarters.
Knights proved that the time is near.
It all started when Kolton Riley, UCF senior ofThe UCF team reached its lowest point the day
fensive
tackle, knocked a rushing Redbird ·comLou Saban, former head football coach, handed in
pletely
off
his feet. Somebody on the sidelines yellhis resignation to UCF Presideent Trevor Coled
"give'm
another 'Lou'."
bourn.
That
is
where
it started and before long the
When Saban left the team on Wednesday assisKnights
were
tattooing
'Lous' on every Redbird
tant coach Jerry Anderson was names as interim
foolish
enough
to
get
in
the
way .
coach. Only three · days before the ". ISU game,
While
the
young
Knights
affixing 'Lons' that
Anderson had his work cut out for him.
were
marked
on
the
forehead
of their helments,
·somehow Anderson turned the negative energy
they
not
only
vented
a
lot
of
frustrations,
they beat
that was present into positive energy: The result
ISU
to
a
pulP,.At
the
end
of
the
contest
it
was the
was the Knights holding the Redbirds of ISU to a
UCF
defensive
unit
that
controlled
the
outcome
of
single field goal in the second, third and fourth ·

D010URKIDS
HAVEtEcoromics
A HIGHER
Q
E• • Ouotienti
THAN10U?

277-7777
· FREE .DELIVERY

TAKE THIS QUICK QUIZ
AND RATE YOURSELF.

PIZZA & BEER TO YOUR DOOR
UNION PARK • UCF AREA

; I

True False
0 0 (1.)U.S. coal reserves
are the world's largest.
·

~

Stop by in costume and get $2.00
off any large pizza. Offer good thru·
October 31.
SATURDAY NIGHT SPECIAL

0 0 (2.)Today, the U.S.
ranks third in international trade .
A special booklet on our
American Economic System
can help you improve your E.Q .
For your free copy, write
"Economics:· Pueblo, Colorado

81009.

Stop in anytime Saturday and get a
free 12" pizza with the purchase of
one large pizza. Carry out .only. Must
have student l.D. Good Saturday
October 27.

ANSWERS: (lSJ~trz L l

The American ·
Economic System.
We should oll leom mote abOl.t it.

9430 E. Colonial Dr.(% Mile East of E/W Expwy.)
HOURS: SUN.-THURS. 4:30 P.M.-1:00 A.M. FRl.-SAT. 4;30 P.M.-2:00 ~. M .

ANNIVERSARY SALE!
MORE SOFTWAR~ FOR LESS.
EPSON, OKITADA AND
OTHER PRINTERS AT
DISCOUNT PRICESI

HOURS:
MON.-FRI. 10 - .1
SATURDAY 10 · 6

STAR GEMINI lOX ·PRINTER
. ONLY $289
• BLANK DISKETTES FROM $17.95

894~3304
HERNDON PLAZA ACROSS FROM FASHION SQ. MALL

..
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.. •.

•

.. ,,. ..... · ··- · ...- .

...... .. - ...

DISCOUNT PRICES
KNOWLEDGEABLE STAFF
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Basketball ·preview
The biggest challenge in the history of the
women's basketball program at the University of Central Florida awaits successful head
coach Joe Sanchez and his '1984-85 Lady
Knights.
.
After accumulating a 72·27 (.728) record
over the last three seasons and ranked as one
of the top NCAA Division II teams in the
country, the Lady Knights have moved to
NCAA Division I. The move is evident when
reviewing the rugged 1984-85 schedule
which has 25 Division I foes slated.
In addition, Sanchez ~and his staff weicome
back just four players from last season's banner 23-7 squad, only one of whom started on a
regular basis. Heading the four returnees is
6-1 junior forward Susan Patz who averaged
1.5. 7 points and six rebounds as a sophmore.
Two other veteran performers, 6-3 junior
. ·Christine Strahl(7.2ppg., 5.3 rpg) and 6-0 .
senior Rochelle Lee (10.2 ppg, 6.7 rpg) were
spot starters a year ago at the post position
while 5·4 senior Lori Oldham (1.5 ppg, 5.3
apg) was a reserve ·point guard.
.
"We definitely have our work cut out for
us," commented UCF's fourth year coach
Sanhez, ''but we are anxious to meet the
challenge of the upcoming season. We have
been the top NCAA Division II team in

RENT·A·RHYTHM
Live DJ for Parties
Boo~ Now for Holidays

Florida and one of the top squads in the
Southeast the past three seasons, so we feel
the only way to go is up (NCAA Division I)."
In order to offset the loss of seven letterwinners, including starters Bev. Knight, All
Conference choice and honorable mention AllAmerican Karen Harvey and Sunshine State
Conference Player of the Year and NCAA
Division II All-American Dorine Van
Tongeren, Sanchez brought in a banner list of
recruits. "Sparky" feels this year's crop is
the best since he arrived at UCF in '81.
Backcourt newcomers are 5·6 JUCO AllAmerican DeAnn Craft, 5·5 junior Kathlynn
:C shoo, 5·4 freshman Kim Goroum, 5-9
freshman Catrina McCants, 5-10 junior
Loretta Pate and 5-8 junior Kristy Burns, 6-0
freshman Chiquita Miller, 6-0 freshman
Fayetta Robinson, 5-10 junior Val Roessler
anf 5-11 junior Terri Jo Wendt.
"It is going to take some time to mold this
year's young team into a cohesive unit with
-all the people", said Sanchez.

REASONABLE

282·4499
Have you tried the exciting new board
game?
tender

romantic
fun
AVAILABLE NOW AT THE
UCF BOOKSTORE

"Our goal for the season is to be com·
petitive on the Division I level. Very few people are expecting us to win at this level this
year, but let's let the chips fall where they
may," said the head mentor.

1984 Knights Roster
Name
Kristy Burns
DeAi'ln Craft
Kathlynn Eshoo
Kim Goroum
Rochelle Lee
Catrina McCants
Chiquita Miller
Lori Oldham
Loretta Pate
Susan Patz
Fayetta Robinson
Valerie Roessler
Christine Strahl
Sabrina Tussey
Terri Jo Wendt

exciting

Pos

H_e ight

CL

Hometown

G-F
G
G
G
F-C
G-F
F
G
G·F
F-C
·F·C
F
F·C
G
F

5-10
5-6
5-5
5-4
6-0
5-9
6-0
5-4
5-10
6-1
6-0
5-10
6-3
5-8
5-11

Jr
Jr
Jr
Fr
Sr
Fr
Fr
Sr
Jr
.J r
Fr
Jr
Jr
Fr
Jr

Pueblo, CO
Garden City
Naperville
Longwood
Titusville
Mobile, AL
Cairo, GA
Cape Cora'!
DeLand
Orlando
Oviedo
Casselberry
Inianapolis, IN
South Williamson, KY
Palmyra, MO

OPEN 7 DAYS
-SUN.- 12-4
275-3976

Dependable service
Reasonable Prices
Ace Mechanics

Colonial c

j

(formerly Pedals & Pistons)

E-50

tia

E-W Express

NOAH'S ARK
PET SHOPS
Q

c

East Orlando
657-0747
K-Mart Plaza
University and Goldenrod
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So1.1thwest Orlando
859-3494
Gak Ridge r .Jzo
rexas and Oak Ridge
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SPORTS WRITERS NEEDED

·

I

Mollies
Small Neons

1
I

The Future is looking for writers to fill freelance and paid sports writers positsions. For applications contact Future Editorial Office (275-2601) or _
Future Business Office (275-2865).
No experience necessary.
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Swords
Pieties

with S2.00 Purchase
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Parrot
Cockateel
•·

Finch
Parakeet

with
S2.00
Purchase
·- ·~
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Juniper Springs
OCALA NA-TIONAL FOREST
• 10% Discount. on all Canoe Rentals
with any UCF l.D. call for Reservations
• See Florida Wildlife at its Best
• Picnic Tables,·Swimming, and B.B.Q.
• Experience our Nature Trail

1

I

·---~--------------------~
FOR
FREE BIRD SEED
:

NEED TO GET AWAY FROM IT ALL?
- SEE

Availabl~

:
1
I

UCF

Ocala Nat'I Forest
S_
t. RD 40
(22 miles E. of Silver Spgs)

•

•

r------~ (BUD LIGHl: ),-----~
PRESENTS

'

•

•
f?J~

But he got a bkJ bang out of
·~;:(r_. ;:... .. . . .
Jus chscovery.
<iJ
~ :~)
13
And you'D get a
r;;~ · ~
bigger bang out
~~~~~~7~@
of chscovering
Bud Light. It's the
less-filling hght beer
· with the first name

d

your choice and bring
out your best By
d1scovering today's
great hght Bud Light.

EVERYTHING
ELSE IS JUST
ALIGHT.

..
c .Anheuser-Busch. Inc

SI Louis. Mo

For help with parties call UCF Representative: Paul Kadanec, 282-9442.

•
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UCF
Alumni Association
Student Government
& PAC

UCF
Homecoming
Concert ·
1984
\.

.
-

Friday, Oct. 26
- Limited Seating

.

\

~

•

I

8pm

UCFGYM

Get your Tickets Now -

Students · $7.00
Available At All Select-A-Seat outlets
Plus UCF Student Government & UCF Bookstore

Faculty, Staff & Alumni: $9.00 - General Public:

$13.oo
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CLUB IN FLORIDA
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10/31 Spa-Halloween

11 /7 S;IUt Who Cares Party
Post Election Blues
11 /14 S;IUt Birthday Bash
Free Kamikazie for
November Birthdays
11 /21 S;fdt Pre-Thanksgiving Ball
The biggest Spit Party
of THE YEAR
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